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	Shakespeare is one of the most popular playwrights in modern history. His plays have been around for several centuries, and his work is like any other bestseller in the sense that a huge success in the original language will very quickly be translated into another language in an attempt to try and repeat its success. This process was not as sophisticated and did not happen as quickly in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries as it does today. If a play was very popular, it would spread across the country and eventually into other countries as well. People would adapt it to their liking and translate it into their own language. This happened to Shakespeare’s plays as well, in Holland as well as in many different countries, and some of these early translations and adaptations still exist. Shakespeare continued to be well-known throughout the centuries, and the original translations and adaptations grew outdated. New translations and adaptations were created, grew outdated and were replaced in turn. This means that there is a rich history of Shakespearean translations. From these texts we cannot only learn about the plays themselves, but also about the way they were received in the Netherlands, what people liked or disliked about them, and what their views on translation were. There is a rather blurry line between a translation and an adaptation, and the precise definitions have shifted over time. The fact that a play was translated is interesting in itself, because it shows that people liked it and wanted to see more of it, in a more recent version. 
	This MA-thesis will discuss five translations of Shakespeare’s The Taming of the Shrew. This play consists of an Induction and a play-within-a-play. The play-within-a-play deals with two sisters, Katharina and Bianca. Katharina is seen as a ‘shrew,’ and Bianca as the perfect bride. Their father, Baptista, refuses to let Bianca marry before Katharina has found a husband, so the search is on for someone who will take Katharina off their hands. One of Bianca’s suitors, Hortensio, finds a suitable candidate in Petruchio. “Hortensio: ‘Petruchio, shall I then come roundly to thee, and wish thee to a shrew’d ill-favour’d wife? Thou’dst thank me but a little for my counsel, and yet I promise thee she shall be rich, and very rich: - but thou’rt too much my friend, and I’ll not whish thee to her.’”(The Shrew, I.2). Petruchio only looks for one thing in a bride: 
If you know one rich enough to be Petruchio’s wife, 
(As wealth is burthen of my wooing dance,) 
be she as foul as was Florentius’ love, 
as old as Sibyl, and as curst and shrew’d 
as Socrates’ Xantippe, or a worse, 
she moves me not. (…) 
I come to wive it in wealthily in Padua; 
if wealthily, then happily in Padua. (The Shrew, I.2). 
	Petruchio marries Katharina and ‘tames’ her. He denies her sleep, food and clothing and contradicts anything she says. In the end, Katharina is so frustrated that she gives in and allows herself to be ‘tamed.’ She proves her submission and transformation by giving a speech to the other women about what a good wife should do and be. This speech is incredibly different from her earlier attitude and liveliness. “Such duty as the subject owes the prince, even such, a woman oweth to her husband: and, when she’s froward, peevish, sullen, sour, and not obedient to his honest will, what is she, but a foul contending rebel, and graceless traitor to her loving lord?” (The Shrew, V.2). 
Whether Katharina, or Kate as Petruchio insists on calling her, has truly changed or whether she is just acting in order to fool Petruchio is not, and perhaps never will be, clear. Juliet Dusinberre claims that “Kate’s speech should not be taken at face value” (Dusinberre, 105). She argues that the play is characterized by transformations. Sly becomes a wealthy man, Lucentio a tutor, Hortensio a musician, Tranio even becomes Lucentio for a while. Everything that seemed real and factual is turned upside down, and as she says, “In this mirage Kate’s new ideal obedience bears as fragile a relation to the actual world of human experience as her original curst shrewishness, or Christopher Sly’s sudden splendour” (Dusinberre, 107). Laurie Maguire noticed that “Since the Induction’s first scene gives elaborate instructions about how to impersonate a dutiful wife (curtsy, speak softly, shed tears – assisted by an onion in a handkerchief, if necessary), we are entitled to be suspicious of Katherine’s performance in act 5” (Maguire, 48). Although there are many interpretations of the play that reduce the misogyny, several readers (and scholars) still feel uncomfortable with it. Maguire explains: “Part of the intellectual attraction of Taming of the Shrew is that its misogyny is open to debate. As a literary critic I can see both sides of the interpretive coin. As a woman, however, I cannot find the subjugation of a wife fit matter for comic treatment” (Maguire, 84).
	Since the ‘taming’ scene and the final speech are so striking and, seen from a modern perspective, shocking (see Rackin, 48-62), it is interesting to see what translators have done with these scenes. Opinions and views change over time, and it may very well be that translators and audiences have fewer or more problems with these aspects of the play after several centuries. Arnoldus Pannevis commented on the apparently frequent objections to Shakespeare’s plays in the nineteenth century by saying,
I do not consider Shakespere’s [sic] indelicate language as inappropriate at all, but think of it as more proof of his versatility, universality, and accuracy. I am even inclined to praise the era in which this could be displayed on stage without any offence or inappropriate pleasure; but I do not wish to suggest that current customs (to the extent that they are more decent than they used to be) should be ignored completely.”​[1]​ 
There is no such thing as a perfect translation. A translator has to change, make omissions and additions in order to make his translation readable. His own interpretation is immensely important for his translation. As H. W. Donner says in Shakespeare Translation volume 1: “A translator is in a sense in loco parentis. He must enter in the editor’s part in the first instance. He must – if not establish it – at any rate select his text, and he must interpret its meaning before he can translate it” (Donner, 2). The interpretation of the translator almost inevitably leads to changes, and these changes to Shakespeare’s play say a lot about what was acceptable and appreciated at the time.
To see what has happened to the play, I will compare five Dutch translations to each other and to Shakespeare’s play. The first is from the seventeenth century. De Dolle Bruyloft: blyeinded’-spel originates from 1654 and was written by Abraham Sybant. This is the only surviving translation of The Taming of the Shrew from this century, which means that this choice was not very complicated. The same is true of the next translation. From the eighteenth century, there is a play with the fetching title De Kunst een Tegenspreekster te Temmen, in a collection of Shakespeare translations called William Shakespear’s Tooneelspelen from 1780. There are more translations from the nineteenth century, but there is one that has been discussed and reproduced more than any of the other translations from this century. That is why I have chosen to incorporate it in this MA thesis. This translation is by Leendert Burgersdijk, who translated the complete works. His Taming of the Shrew is called Een Snibbe Getemd. Onno van den Berg translated the play in 1941 as De Getemde Feeks. This translation is not as well-known as Burgersdijk’s work, but that is partly because Burgersdijk’s translation was still relatively recent and overshadowed other Shakespeare translations to some extent. The most recent translation discussed in this thesis is Hafid Bouazza’s translation Het Temmen van een Feeks (2005). Since this is the most recent translation available at the time of writing, it is interesting to see how much has changed since the first translation from 1654.
	This MA-thesis deals with the difference in opinion on the play visible in the translations. I will try to find out whether these different translations provide different views on the way women are supposed to be treated, on the relations between men and women, and more specifically, between Katharina and Petruchio. Shakespeare did not write easy, simple plays. There is always a hidden meaning, a double layer of truth and perspective. Does Katharina truly surrender to the brute Petruchio and, by doing so, does she abandon the fierce spirit she displayed earlier in the play? Or is their relationship one of hidden agendas and do they in fact love each other intensely, even if their way of showing it seems very odd? Since the translator stands between Shakespeare and the audience, he has to interpret the text before he can translate it. Translators from recent centuries in particular may feel that the misogynistic implications of the play are not fit for reproduction. There are many ways to handle a problem like this. The purpose of this thesis is to establish whether the translator in question seems to consider this a problem in the first place, and what he has done to solve it. Some translators may not even be aware of the fact that some readers might object to the brutal taming of Katharina, some may think it is comical, and others may find it shocking and try to change it. If they do object to the misogynistic elements in the play, there are different ways of solving that problem. Those strategies will become clear in the chapters concerning the translations in question.
























The Taming of the Shrew and the Critical Debate
	
The Taming of the Shrew is a play about the relationship between men and women, and between Katharina and Petruchio in particular. There is much controversy surrounding the play. This controversy stems from the fact that the heroine of the play, Katharina, is brutally tamed by her husband Petruchio. She starts out as a fierce, slightly aggressive woman who is more or less forced to marry Petruchio, who is only interested in her money – or so he says. After the wedding ceremony he takes her to his country house, away from her friends and family, and starts his ‘taming’ process. He deprives her of sleep, food, and contact with her father, while pretending that he is doing everything to make her happy. He is “killing her with kindness” (Shrew, IV.2). After some time, Katharina seems to give in to become the wife he wants her to be; she obeys him and believes everything he says, as ridiculous as it may sound or be. At the end of the play, she is the only wife who obediently (it would appear) comes when her husband calls for her. She gives a lengthy speech in which she reproaches the other women for their wilfulness, as she calls her husband her lord and master.
The problem with this plot is that, in this day of feminism and emancipation, it is hard to present a seemingly misogynist play as comedy or even (within the context of the play) as acceptable behaviour. Fortunately, many different interpretations are possible. The first interpretation is that everything is as it seems and Petruchio abuses his wife mentally until she gives in and loses her identity. There are several scholars who argue that, since feminism and emancipation were unknown in Shakespeare’s time, he would not have had a problem with a misogynist play. In A Feminist Companion to Shakespeare, Phyllis Rackin writes that, “Plays with overtly repressive and misogynist themes have proved increasingly popular, and the stories they tell are held up as historically accurate expressions of beliefs generally endorsed in Shakespeare’s time” (A Feminist Companion, 44). She goes on to explain that these plays do not represent the general opinion in Shakespeare’s time, but the idea is there. It is possible that this play promotes the suppression of women. It has been noted quite often that Petruchio never physically hurts Katharina, which was not uncommon in other plays of the time. In A Merry Jest of a Shrewd and Curst Wife Lapped in Morel’s Skin for her Good Behaviour (1594), a man beats his wife until she bleeds and locks her in the basement, wrapped in the salted hide of their horse, Morel (Maguire, 81). Compared to methods like that, Petruchio’s strategy does not seem that bad. However, Emily Detmer warns the reader that this idea is dangerous. Just because Petruchio does not beat his wife, it does not mean that he does not abuse her. She claims that the psychological methods Petruchio employs to tame his wife should be called domestic violence (Detmer, 274). He deprives his wife of sleep, food and clothing, but he also contradicts everything she says, confusing her until she has no other choice but to believe and obey him. In this interpretation, Katharina is to be pitied and, if she was a real person living in this century, she would be urged to get out and get help.
Shakespeare is one of the most popular playwrights in history, which means that many readers and scholars are unhappy with that interpretation and start looking for other options. Since not everything is what it seems in Shakespeare’s plays, there are more than enough plausible alternatives. Laurie Maguire explains one of the most popular interpretations in her book Studying Shakespeare, saying that: 
in some interpretations and stage representations of the play Katherine is not at risk. Petruccio’s manipulations, contradictions, and imposed deprivations are seen as a game – a loving tease with the positive psychological aim of behaviour modification. Changed behavioural patterns will enable Katherine to find her true identity, receive social approval, and live happily ever after. (Maguire, 81-82)
The comic scene in which Petruchio tells Katharina that the sun is the moon, simply because he said so (Shrew, IV.5), seems to reinforce this idea. There are many scenes in which Katharina and Petruchio seem to have a love-hate relationship, rather than being subject and lord. They play a complicated game, which no one else around them understands. This interpretation seems like a perfect solution for twenty-first century objections to Katharina’s fate, but there is a problem. Maguire explains that “Deep down, however, I know that such an interpretation actually makes matters worse for it says that a woman can only find herself with the help of a man, or worse, that a man is entitled to overrule a woman’s life and behaviour choices” (Maguire, 83). This interpretation is interesting, but it is not a satisfying solution to the problem, if indeed it is a problem. 
	Another interpretation is that Katharina is lonely in her home, because no one understands her. She fights Petruchio because she does not trust him or want him in her world, but in the end she realizes that he is the only one who can take care of her and give her the love that she so desperately needs. This interpretation is presented in the stage production of Hafid Bouazza’s translation Het Temmen van de Feeks (2005). The director of this play, Ivo van Hove, wanted to show two people who loved each other in a very unconventional way and who take on the rest of the world together. No one else understands them, and it takes Petruchio some time to break down the wall Katharina has built around her heart. When he has succeeded, they make the perfect couple, even if they do not conform to the standards of society.
	One of the other options is to accept that many different interpretations are possible and that there is no ‘true’ or ‘fixed’ meaning. We will never know what Shakespeare meant with this play, and perhaps it is not even important. There are conflicting elements in the play, and what the characters say does not always match their behaviour. The attraction of the play lies in the multitude of different interpretations across time and place, which means that we should not try to find a conclusive ‘answer,’ or a solution that would make everyone happy. That is impossible to begin with, and it deprives this play of its main attraction, which is the endless discussion surrounding it. There are so many double layers and different interpretations in Shakespeare’s text that the text is what the reader wants it to be. This thesis discusses several different interpretations used by translators throughout the ages in the Netherlands. This illustrates the fact that different people in different times all have their own interpretation of Shakespeare’s work, and in a way they are all right. 
There are many books and articles on this play and the problems that come with it. Useful books on Shakespeare and feminist issues include Studying Shakespeare, by Laurie Maguire, A Feminist Companion to Shakespeare, edited by Dympna Callaghan, Shakespeare Without Women by Dympna Callaghan, and Shakespeare and the Nature of Women by Juliet Dusinberre. Will in the World by Stephen Greenblatt, Adaptations of Shakespeare by Daniel Fischlin and Mark Fortier, and From Farce to Metadrama by Tori Haring-Smith are very helpful books on adaptations and different productions of Shakespeare’s plays. Renetta Pennink’s Nederland en Shakespeare is invaluable to the chapter on the eighteenth century, and Robert-Henri Leek’s dissertation Shakespeare in the Netherlands or Shakespeare in Nederland is perhaps the most important work on Dutch Shakespeare translations. His article “Burgersdijk voltooit de vertaling van Shakespeares verzameld werk” offers some additional information on Burgersdijk. Emily Detmer’s “Civilizing Subordination: Domestic Violence and The Taming of the Shrew” and Lynda Boose’s “Scolding Brides and Bridling Scolds” discuss the brutal methods using to tame unruly women in Shakespeare’s time and the implications on the interpretations of The Taming of the Shrew. 
Hoenselaars and Van Dijkhuizen’s “Abraham Sybant Tames The Taming of the Shrew for the Amsterdam Stage (1654)”, Helmer Helmers’ “Prins van Loos Bedrog”, and Annie van Nassau-Sarolea’s “Abraham Sybant, Strolling Player and First Dutch Shakespeare Translator” are very useful when studying Abraham Sybant and the seventeenth century. H. E. Moltzer’s book Shakespere’s Invloed op het Nederlandsch Tooneel der Zeventiende Eeuw not only sheds some light on the seventeenth century, but also on the general opinion on Shakespeare and his work in the late nineteenth century. Nienke Begemann’s “De Engelse Komedianten in de Nederlanden” discusses the strolling players and the way in which Shakespeare’s plays found their way to the Netherlands. 
C. W. Schoneveld’s “The First Dutch Translation of (A Selection of) Shakespeare’s Works (1778-1782)” disregards Sybant’s work, but nevertheless offers a great deal of information on the Borchers translations. Arnoldus Pannevis’ Shakspere en de Hedendaagsche Nederlandsche Uitgaven en Vertalingen zijner Tooneelstukken gives some valuable insights into the nineteenth century. Erik Vos’ article “Ritmische aspecten bij het vertalen” is one of the very few sources on Onno van den Berg and his work. “Some Problems of Shakespeare Translation” by H. W. Donner is a very useful article on Shakespeare translation in general.




Several Dutch seventeenth-century translations and adaptations of The Taming of the Shrew survive. There are no less than four plays from between 1649 and 1657: Klucht van Dronkken Hansje (1957), Pots van Kees Krollen, hartogh van Pierlepom (1649), Kluchtighe Tragoedie: of den hartogh van Pierlepon (1650), and De Dolle Bruyloft: een blyeindend’-spel (1654) (Helmers, 292). De Dolle Bruyloft is the odd one out in the sense that it is a translation of the play-within-a-play. The other three are adaptations of the Induction, featuring (their own version of) Sly. Since this MA-thesis focuses on Katharina and the way in which she is treated and depicted in the translations, De Dolle Bruyloft is the most suitable of these translations. The translations of the Shakespearean Induction are immensely interesting in their own right, but since Katharina does not feature in these plays, the choice of De Dolle Bruyloft may be obvious.
	Shakespeare’s Taming of the Shrew was created around 1590, which means that De Dolle Bruyloft appeared only sixty-four years later. Abraham Sybant, the author of the Bruyloft, was an actor belonging to a group directed by the Englishmen John Payne and William Roe in 1646 (van Nassau – Sarolea, 38). Another member of this group is Adriaan van den Bergh, the author of a lost version of Andronicus (Pennink, 9). There were several (partly) English stage companies travelling around in Germany and the Netherlands in the seventeenth century. Moltzer discusses these travelling players and the influence they had on Dutch theatre in greater detail (Moltzer, 32-42). It is impossible to know for certain which version Sybant read or performed, but it is clear from the text that Sybant knew Shakespeare’s work. Annie van Nassau – Sarolea observes that “In considering the question how could Sybant have got hold of the Shakespeare text for his Dolle Bruyloft, the repertory of the English companies seems, of course, the most likely source” (van Nassau – Sarolea, 39). Unfortunately, it is not known which plays were performed in the Netherlands by the group which included Sybant, Van den Bergh, Payne and Roe. Since the English actors travelled through Germany as well, Van Nassau assumes that their repertory was the same in Holland as it was in Germany. Since it is known that The Taming of the Shrew was performed in Zittau in 1650, there is a very strong possibility that the play was performed in Holland as well (van Nassau – Sarolea, 39). Van Nassau even speculates about Sybant acting the part of Bianca or Katharina, since he was still a young man when he joined the stage company (van Nassau – Sarolea, 40). Van Nassau concludes that Sybant’s translation is at times very accurate and even beautiful, but that he changed the beginning and ending. She gives numerous examples of the differences and similarities between both texts, proving that Sybant did have a written copy of the play and did not translate it from memory (van Nassau – Sarolea, 45-54). She used the Arden edition, based on the first Folio of 1623.
One example emphasizing van Nassau’s conclusion that Sybant must have had a written version of the play is the following speech. In act II, scene one, Petruchio – or in Sybant’s version, Petrutio – talks about his ‘taming’ strategy. Shakespeare’s text is as follows: 
Say, that she rail; why, then I’ll tell her plain 
She sings as sweetly as a nightingale: 
Say, that she frown; I’ll say, she looks as clear 
As morning roses newly wash’d with dew: 
Say, that she be mute, and will not speak a word; 
Then I’ll commend her volubility, 
And say that she uttereth piercing eloquence. (Shrew, II.1) 
Sybant adapted it as: 
Is ‘t dat zij kijft, ik zeg met vriendelijke taal 
Zij zingt zo lieffelyk als een’ge nachtegaal. 
Is ’t dat zij pruylt, ik zeg, d’aanlokkelyke stralen 
heurs lonken, doen een vlam in alle harten dalen 
der jonge minnaars. Ach! U klaar gezicht, Mevrouw, 
is als een roos, besproeyt met frissche morgendouw, 
opluykend’ lieffelyk, om minnaars te vermoorden. 
Zo zy stilzwygende is, en zonder een’ge woorden,
Het past wel voor een Maagt, ik ben’er meê te vreên. (De Dolle Bruyloft, 22)
Although Sybant did not translate Shakespeare literally, he did use similar imagery, and presents this imagery in a similar order. The first element is Katharina’s cursing and shouting, the second her pouting, and the third her silence. In between, Petruchio compares her face to a rose covered in dew. Sybant does not use this image at the same place in the text as Shakespeare, but the line is practically the same. Both authors compare Katharina to a nightingale, and this line is exactly the same in both plays. Only the last part is different. Shakespeare’s Petruchio responds to Katharina’s silence with the comment that her eloquence is ‘piercing,’ but Sybant’s Petrutio does not even try to make her speak. He feels that silence is very suitable for a maiden, and is happy that she is quiet. The cutting comment about her ‘piercing eloquence’ and her ‘volubility’ is left out in the Dutch translation, but Sybant has added something else: her rose-like face is lovely, ‘in order to kill suitors.’ Petrutio’s strategy in the translation is not dissimilar from Petruchio’s ideas about taming in Shakespeare’s play. He pretends that Katharina is as lovely as he tells her she is. He flatters her, but among the compliments there are some vicious insults to be found. Shakespeare accomplishes this with a little more subtlety, but it is clear that Sybant recognized this element in the text and tried to incorporate it into his translation. Van Nassau – Sarolea has her own theory about the quality of Sybant’s translation: “We have seen that the passages that have been taken over are partly very well rendered, partly very clumsily. Here and there rather big blunders occur, perhaps by writing at full speed, because it appears from other instances that Sybant is a very capable translator who must have known his English very well” (van Nassau – Sarolea, 59). 
	One of Petruchio’s ways to handle Katharina and make her into the wife he wants her to be, is to change her name. She wants to be called Katharina, but he calls her Kate. Laurie Maguire discusses this phenomenon and wonders about its significance: “Petruccio [sic] here offers Katherine an alternative reality but whether the gesture represents a creative opportunity or sadistic oppression is debatable. Is he offering her a new identity or asserting his control over the old one? If the former, may that not equally be a form of control, challenging and overriding her autonomy?” (Maguire, 27). Katharina is known as a shrew, but Petruchio wants her to become an obedient wife. He begins her transformation with renaming her Kate. Kate seems the most obvious diminutive of Katharina, which is why it is remarkable that Sybant does not call her Kaatje, but Trijntje. “Petrutio: ‘Een goeden morgen Trijn, ik hoor dat zo uw naam is.’ Katrijn: ‘G’hebt wonder wel gehoort; maar zijt gy niet wat doof? Katryna is mijn naam, zo ‘k anders niet geloof.’” (De Dolle Bruyloft, 23) Petrutio persists in calling Katryna Trijn, or Trijntje. This is the only translation discussed in this thesis that does not feature the name Kaatje, Kaat or Kate. This may have something to do with the fact that Sybant never mentions that his play is a translation or an adaptation. On his first page it says: “De Dolle Bruyloft. Bly-eindend’-spel, gerymt door A. Sybant” (De Dolle Bruyloft, title page). Sybant did not really produce a translation of a play by Shakespeare. He wrote a play in his language, with names that his Dutch audience would recognize. The fact that it is heavily influenced by an English play was apparently not important enough to mention. “The absence of Shakespeare’s name and authority on the one hand, and the apparently creative ambition of the early modern translator on the other, bring into focus the neoclassical, pre-Romantic view of translation as a creative labour conducted primarily with a view to serving not the historical author, but the contemporary audience” (Hoenselaars, 7). This could be the reason behind Kate’s renaming as Trijntje. Perhaps Sybant felt that Trijn sounded more Dutch than Kaatje, but that is impossible to say for certain. It is also a possibility that he wanted to change something in the text, to make it more his own and less Shakespeare’s. The reasons behind it are unclear, but it is interesting to see that Sybant has chosen to rename his Kate, just like Petruchio did with Katharina. The fact remains that Sybant had more freedom to change the text to his own liking because he presented the text as his own.
A subtle, but perhaps very significant difference between the two women is the way they are addressed. Katharina is repeatedly called a shrew. This reputation is even visible in the title. Sybant named his version De Dolle Bruyloft, in which there is no mention of shrews, tamed or untamed. Katryna does have a bad reputation, but there is no label like ‘shrew’ attached to that reputation. She is once called a ‘booze vrouw’ (De Dolle Bruyloft, 47), but never a ‘feeks.’ She is apparently not just any shrew; she is recognized as a person in her own right. The title has something else to offer, assuming that both titles refer to Katharina and not to her sister Bianca. If a title says something about the essence of the play, the main difference is glaringly obvious. Shakespeare’s play is about subduing the shrew in Katharina, even if it is only on the surface. She has to be convinced to behave in public at least. Sybant’s play is about a wedding, strange as that wedding may be. Katryna is turned into a good wife, but Katharina is tamed and therefore turned into a victim. Katharina does not want to change and does not give the impression that she is happy with her apparent transformation. She is forcibly tamed and is now obedient to her husband, her lord and master. Katryna on the other hand claims that she is happy with her transformation and glad that she saw the error of her ways. She wants to be reconciled with her family and friends and asks their forgiveness for her previous behaviour. Whereas Katharina seems to have repressed her wild spirit (or at least, allowed that spirit to be repressed) Katryna seems to have had an epiphany and to have calmed down. She does not have to hide her personality, she has truly changed. Katharina is, as Maguire observes, at risk of serious emotional damage (Maguire, 77) but Katryna seems genuinely happy to be a dutiful, obedient wife.
	The best known (and most controversial) speech from this play is Katherine’s final speech, in which she explains to the other women that good wives should obey their husbands. After her fierce and independent behaviour in the previous scenes, this sudden transformation seems too good – or rather too strange – to believe. Has Katharina truly become a dutiful, obedient Kate? Or has she, as Maguire suggests (Maguire, 29), only learned to hide her personality and is she still herself, somewhere deep down? That question makes the play fascinating and controversial. Dympna Callaghan calls it “overtly misogynistic in content” (Callaghan, 52), but others are suspicious. As Maguire says, “Since the induction’s first scene gives elaborate instructions about how to be a dutiful wife (curtsy, speak softly, shed tears – assisted by an onion in a handkerchief, if necessary), we are entitled to be suspicious of Katherine’s performance in act 5” (Maguire, 48). Juliet Dusinberre agrees that, “As all the dramatists are liberal in their opposition to the idea of an authoritarian husband, it seems particularly disconcerting that Shakespeare, who in all other fields is more liberal than any of them, should make the most reactionary comment on women’s obedience” (Dusinberre, 105). The contrast between the final speech and Katharina’s earlier fight with Petruchio in act II still puzzles readers and audiences today.  
	In Act II, Katharina and Petruchio meet, and she is less than impressed by her suitor. She tries to drive him away, but he seems to enjoy their argument.
Petruchio: Nay, come, Kate, come, you must not look so sour. 
Katharina: It is my fashion, when I see a crab. 
Petruchio: Why, here’s no crab, and therefore look not sour.
Katharina: There is, there is. 
Petruchio: Then show it me. 
Katharina: 			Had I a glass, I would.
Petruchio: What, you mean my face?
Katharina:			 Well aim’d of such a young one. (Shrew, II.1)
Sybant stays fairly close to Shakespeare’s text: 
Petr: Nu kom mijn lieve Trijn, ik bid’ zo zuur niet kijkt. 
Katr: ’t Is mijn manier, wanneer ik kom de reuk genaken 
Maar van zure appelen. 
Petr: 				Wilt u niet qualik maken,
Ik hier geen zure lucht van app’len ruyken kan. 
Katr: Daar zijn ‘er nochtans, ja. 
Petr: 				Maar zeg, waar zijnze dan? 
Katr: Een spiegel mijn ontbreekt.
Petr: 				Zo meent gy dan mijn ogen?
Katr: De jongen gist zeer wel, en heeft zich niet bedrogen.
(De Dolle Bruyloft, 24-25)
Katryna is no better and no worse than Katharina. She is as clever and as independent as her English counterpart and as aggressive towards Petruchio in words and physical violence. It seems as if Sybant has tried to give his Katryna a similar reputation and character to Katharina’s. The scene may be comic but it also increases the idea that Katharina is too clever and proud to let herself be turned into an obedient Kate. 
Sybant’s final monologue differs from Shakespeare’s at some points. Where Shakespeare’s Kate talks about her ‘lord,’ her ‘prince,’ and her ‘governor’ when she refers to her husband, Trijntje talks about Heaven and her family. Kate’s speech sounds political and reminds the reader of Machiavelli, but Trijntje has become a dutiful Protestant wife. The most striking differences are in the way she addresses her husband. Kate does not address Petruchio directly, but talks about the way he is her master in everything, and even offers to place her hand below his foot, “to do him ease” (Shrew, V.2). Trijn on the other hand, utters the following lines: “En gy mijn waarde helft, die ik met wil en hart believen zal, waar heen uw wil getrokken werdt” (De Dolle Bruyloft, 63). Both women are willing to follow their husband wherever he wants to go, but the difference lies in their relationship. Kate is the subject and Petruchio the prince, but Trijn calls Petrutio her ‘worthy half.’ Hoenselaars and van Dijkhuizen argue that this speech is largely based on the marriage-counselling tradition in the Netherlands, and Jacob Cats in particular (Hoenselaars-van Dijkhuizen, 60-61). Cats urged his readers, and women in particular, to be honest, devout, and obedient. The fact that Sybant used Cats’ imagery and themes in Katryna’s final speech​[2]​ may very well be linked to the fact that women started acting as well at this time. The stage no longer belonged to men, but Katryna’s speech suddenly sounds like a sermon. Hoenselaars and van Dijkhuizen explain that “The presentation of Katherina – especially in her greatly refashioned monologue – marks what may be fairly termed an inverse endeavour to contain the emancipating sex. (…) The suggestion created is that women might be allowed on stage – as characters or actresses – if they supported an unambiguous marital policy” (Hoenselaars – van Dijkhuizen, 63-64). The obvious links to Jacob Cats, who was immensely popular at the time, may have been one of Sybant’s reasons to adapt the speech in this way and the argument that this Christian, fairly stern speech was created in order to “contain the emancipating sex” (Hoenselaars – van Dijkhuizen, 64) sounds very reasonable. However, the fact remains that the relationship between the newlyweds has dramatically changed in the translation. Kate and Petruchio seem to have a practical arrangement, in which he protects her and looks after her, and in return is entitled to her love, silence and obedience. According to her speech, this is the only possible option, since she cannot do what he does, namely “cares for thee, and for thy maintenance: commits his body to painful labour, both by sea and land; to watch the night in storms, the day in cold” (Shrew, V.2). She is a woman and therefore weak, so she should be grateful that he cares for her. In return, she will love and obey him. None of this occurs in Sybants version. Trijns full speech is as follows: 
Ik wensch mijn zuster heyl in haar genegentheden;
Maar om te komen tot een wenschelijke vrede,
Is het gehoorzaam zijn voor u een goede wet,
In ’t volgen wat uw’ man u maar te vooren zet.
Dor het gehoorzaam zijn word noyt een vrou vermindert;
Maar de weêrspannigheyt die heeft ‘er veel gehindert.
Den Hemel schrijft ons voor een goê gehoorzaamheyt,
En niet dat men met quaadt de man zijn wil weêrzeydt.
Den toorn en gramschap brengt de ziel tot haar verderven.
Men moet gehoorzaam zijn wil men de Hemel ervan.
Zijt niet verwondert dat gy my dus spreken hoort.
Voor dezen was ik dwaas; nu komt mijn kennis voort.
Den Hemel heeft gelieft mijn ziele te doorgrieven
Met wille, om nu voortaan den Hemel te believen:
Dit is een middel dan den Hemel te voldoen,
Dat ik my met mijn man en vrienden weêr verzoen.
Dat mijn vader ’t mijn vergeeft, en gy mijn zuster mede,
Zo ik uyt quaetheyt u mijn dagen oyt misdede;
En gy mijn waarde helft, die ik met wil en hart believen zal, 
waar heen uw wil getrokken werdt. (De Dolle Bruyloft, p. 63)
Petrutio may think that he is the reason of Trijns transformation, but according to her speech, she was inspired by heaven. “Den Hemel heeft gelieft mijn ziele te doorgrieven met wille, om nu voortaan den Hemel te believen” (De Dolle Bruyloft, p. 63). Apparently, Petrutio was not responsible for her sudden transformation. She has had some sort of religious epiphany. She has misbehaved in the past, she apologizes to her family, and wishes to be reconciled with her husband and friends, in order to please Heaven. The ultimate goal of this good behaviour is the redemption of her soul. All in all, this speech sounds less extreme than Kate’s. Kate surrenders completely – although she is not really convincing and we have our suspicions about her transformation – but Trijn aims for a ‘desirable peace’ – which reminds the reader of Jacob Cats and the Puritan idea of a harmonious marriage – and calls her husband her ‘worthy half.’ Kate surrenders to a man, Trijn to Heaven and the obedience it requires – within reason. Her whole speech implies that she knows that Petrutio will not treat her badly or abuse her trust in his leadership. 
	This changes the play’s ending. Shakespeare’s play ends with Lucentio wondering: “’Tis a wonder, by your leave, she will be tamed so” (Shrew, V.2), and the audience is left wondering the same. Was Kate serious? Was it just a farce, and are they secretly happy together or have we just witnessed a horrible case of mental and physical abuse, resulting in the surrender of freedom? All interpretations mentioned in the first chapter are still possible, along with many other options. De Dolle Bruyloft on the other hand ends with Baptista saying, “De storm die is voorbij; de Zon bestraalt ons mild’; De Lieren zijn gepaart; de Quaden zijn gestilt” (De Dolle Bruyloft, 64). It is a closed ending in all respects.  The audience can go home, feeling pleased that all has been resolved and the happy ending has been achieved. There is not much room for questions, which reinforces the belief in Trijns speech. There seems little doubt about her transformation. She seems genuinely to have realized that she was wrong before, and to have changed accordingly. Whether her behaviour was really that bad is debatable, but it looks as if she is fairly happy with how it all turned out. She has found religion and a marriage based on some sort of equality.
	All in all, it seems that Abraham Sybant followed Shakespeare’s text very closely. He did, however, change the ending and leave out the Induction. The most striking difference is the change in the final speech, and the ending it creates. He has made Katryna less of a shrew, and even if she does not really get a happy ending, her marriage is not as horrible as it could have been. Sybant quite obviously felt the need to include some references to God and Heaven (the word ‘heaven’ occurs five times in the final speech alone, whereas Shakespeare does not use it once in that specific speech) to make the play more suitable for the good Christian people of his day. That also gives the impression that Trijntje is not as pitiable as Kate, because she at least has her faith to comfort her. Aside from that, the fact that Trijntje calls her husband her ‘other half’ shows that she is not the slave Kate is (at least, according to Petruchio) but an equal partner in the marriage.
	There are different theories about what Shakespeare meant by this play, and what is real or fake about the characters and their motivations. It is impossible to find out for sure what Sybant thought about it, but from the text it seems that he objected to the hard core shrew-taming interpretation. He changed the ending, to make it perhaps not happy in the Hollywood sense of the word, but at least happier. His Trijntje is not obedient because her husband is a tyrant, but because that is what her God asks from her, and she seems happy enough to comply. Even if Kate’s final speech does not seem genuine and we need not fear for her future, Trijntje’s speech evokes less questions and doubts and leaves us with the feeling that she is at least content with her life and marriage, even if it is not what she had dreamed of. Her marriage seems more realistic than Kate’s relationship of a subject and her lord, and therefore a lot happier.

The Eighteenth Century
In the Netherlands, Shakespeare was not appreciated as much in the eighteenth century as he is today. As Robert-Henri Leek says, “French was the only foreign language taught in the schools; French thought, learning and literature became the standards by which the efforts of Dutch scholars and writers were judged” (Shakespeare in the Netherlands, 15). This was also true for foreign authors, which meant that they had to conform to the neo-classical standards current at the time if they wanted to be appreciated. Renetta Pennink mentions an article in the Journal Literaire (de la Haye) from 1717, probably written by Justus van Effen: “The author mocks a Shakespeare, who would stand ‘above’ the rules, is a genius, but – there is no logic here – wrote constantly, which would account for his incomparability. In contrast, there are so many trite and cruel elements! There is no classical foundation; there are comic scenes in a tragedy!”​[3]​ However, others did appreciate Shakespeare and slowly, an interest arose. C. W. Schoneveld observes that there was a specific group of people who appreciated English literature: “There was, however, a cultural elite, comprising many non-conformists in religion and anti-Orangists in politics, and these men took a great interest in both English poetry and drama.” (Schoneveld, 39)​[4]​ 
The first attempt to translate the whole of Shakespeare’s work into Dutch occurred between 1778 and 1782. Under the title Tooneelspelen, several plays were published by Albrecht Borchers. He was, as Schoneveld calls him, “a staunch anti-Orangist, or ‘patriot’, who published many controversial pamphlets and satirical prints, and even got himself imprisoned and then banished from Amsterdam, from 1790 until the French invasion of 1795” (Schoneveld, 39). It is clear that he belonged to the group of anti-Orangists that Schoneveld described as being especially interested in English literature. There is a possibility that he was especially interested in Shakespeare as the most prominent English author, to emphasize his political statements. He was anti-Orangist and disposed to like anything that came from England. Of course, all this is just speculation. The identity of the translators themselves is unknown, but it is clear that the first three volumes (including Hamlet, De Storm, De Vrolijke Vrouwen te Windsor, Macbeth, Koning Johannes, De Kunst een Tegenspreekster te Temmen, Othello, Eerste Deel van Hendrik de Vierde and De Dwaaling) were based on the German prose translation by W.W. Eschenburg (Pennink, 62, 64). Three later volumes were created by Bernardus Brunius, who used the English text as source. According to Pennink, he used the Dublin 1771 edition​[5]​ (Pennink, 80-81). He produced Marcus Antonius en Cleopatra, Richard de Tweede, De Twee Edellieden van Verona, Cajus Marcus Coriolanus, Het Tweede Deel van Koning Hendrik den Vierden, and Veel Leven over Niets (Pennink, 62). Renetta Pennink is less than enthusiastic about this prose translation: “A prose translation of a prose translation of the master of blank verse cannot be anything but bleak and impoverished; the anonymous translators should not have presented their - not very learned - audience with such a poor rendering of the original, and they could at least have produced a decent translation of Eschenburg’s text.”​[6]​ Whether the Dutch readers of these translations had a similar opinion is unknown, but De Kunst een Tegenspreekster te Temmen is the only surviving Dutch translation of The Taming of the Shrew from the eighteenth century (Pennink, 58-114 and Shakespeare in Nederland, 25-50).
The clues as to what the translators thought about Katharina, the way in which she is treated and the meaning of the play, are difficult to find. Something that may be helpful to determine their attitude to towards the play and the way they created De Kunst een Tegenspreekster te Temmen is the quality of the translation. If they had kept the ambiguity Shakespeare created intact, they most likely would have been aware of the multiple interpretations. If they had actually changed the text in favour of one of the options, then it would have been clear what their own interpretation was. However, they have kept the plot intact and tried to be as faithful to the original as possible. The problem is that they have failed to include the ambiguity, and with it, the different interpretational options. Pennink observes, “They are aware of the liveliness of Shakespeare’s action, but cannot reproduce it. They talk of his technique, and his characters; nothing is said about his poetic genius.”​[7]​ The ambiguity of the play depends for a very large part on what is not said in the play, the subtleties of Shakespeare’s poetry. If the translators did not see the double layer in the text or are unable to reproduce it with the same level of subtlety, the ambiguity is lost.
	Pennink has a clear opinion about this translation. She has many objections, the most important being that the anonymous translators misunderstood the German text. The most striking example she gives is the following: “We see something similar in De Kunst een Tegenspreekster te Temmen, where ‘Weisse’ is translated as ‘wise,’ and the explanatory note teaches us that Bianca ‘is Italian for a wise person.’”​[8]​ Since this translation is in fact the translation of a translation, it is only understandable that there are many changes in the text. Some seem subtle, but they are very significant. This is the case in the following scene. Katharina begs Grumio to bring her some food, because she is starving.
What, did he marry me to famish me?
Beggars that come unto my father’s door,
Upon entreaty, have a present alms;
If not, elsewhere they meet with charity:
But I, who never knew how to entreat,
Nor never needed that I should entreat,
Am starv’d for meat, giddy for lack of sleep;
With oaths kept waking, and with brawling fed (Shrew, IV.3).
This is translated into prose as 
Hoe? Heeft hy my dan getrouwd, om my uit te hongeren? Bedelaars, die aan myns Vaders deur komen, verkrygen, op hunne beden terstond een aalmoes, zo niet, zo treffen zy by een ander milde handen aan; en ik die nooit geweeten heb wat bidden is, en nooit nodig had te bidden, ben door honger geheel uitgeteerd; door slaapeloosheid geheel duizelig, word met enkel vloeken wakker gehouden en met enkel twisten gevoed (De Kunst, 371-371). 
‘Entreat’ is here translated as ‘bidden,’ which is a puzzling choice. If Katharina has never needed or wanted to pray, as it says here, she would be considered shrewish in the Christian society of eighteenth-century Holland. If Petruchio’s methods cause her to pray, he would probably gain the approval of a Christian audience. 
The final speech is translated into prose as follows:
Foei toch! Helder deze dreigende trekken op, van dit onvriendelyk voorhoofd; en schiet geenen zo verachtelyke straalen uit deze oogen, om daar mede uw Heer, uw Koning, uw beheerscher te kwetzen. Het ontstelt uwe schoonheid, gelyk de Vorst de Landen verschroeid; onteert uw goede naam, gelyk wervelwinden de bloezem afschudden; en is op geene wyze bevallig of aangenaam. Een onvriendelyk Vrouwspersoon is als een troeble bron, morsig, haatelyk, dik, zonder eenige schoonheid; en zolang zy dus is, zal niemant, al was hy ook nog zo dorstig, slegts een droppel daarvan drinken of ze verwaardigen aan te raaken (De Kunst, 407).

Shakespeare’s text runs: 
Fie, fie! Unknit that threat’ning unkind brow;
And dart not scornful glances from those eyes,
To wound thy lord, thy king, thy gorvernor:
It blots thy beauty, as frosts do bite the meads,
Confounds thy fame, as whirlwinds shake fair buds,
And in no sense is meet or amiable.
A woman mov’d is like a fountain troubled,
Muddy, ill-seeming, thick, bereft of beauty;
And, while it is so, none so dry or thirsty
Will deign to sip, or touch one drop of it (Shrew, V.2).
The striking element in this translation is that Shakespeare’s frosts ‘bite,’ but the Dutch frost ‘scorches,’ which is so out of place that the reader is inclined to agree with Penninks criticism. She said that “Their Dutch sounds poor and incoherent, and is not improved by an odd punctuation and a multitude of printing errors. The same errors recur in every play, in some more than in others. They are never compensated by a good find, poetic inspiration, or a catchy rhythm.”​[9]​ Leek had a different opinion about the translators and their work:
Perhaps one ought to approach a pioneers’ effort of this kind a little more charitably than Pennink has done. Then one may discover a very favourable difference from the literate classicist ‘improvements’ of Shakespeare of this period, (…) these poor translations have preserved the structure of the originals, and conveyed their mood well enough for an intelligent reader to grasp and savour it; the characters have remained essentially true to themselves; and some great passages have come across miraculously well, even to the sonority of Shakespeare’s language (Shakespeare in the Netherlands, 28). 
Schoneveld agrees with him and adds that “Poetry was not their aim, nor was it probably considered possible at all. (…) The intention must have been what might be called a conceptual translation” (Schoneveld, 44). Both Leek and Pennink have a good point. Pennink is correct in saying that these translators did probably not do Shakespeare’s reputation any good with this translation. There are many instances of misunderstood German or English, and even more instances of strange and unnatural Dutch.​[10]​ She feels that they were incompetent as translators. Leek disagrees and blames carelessness for their many mistakes. He is impressed by the way the translators have tried to remain true to the original (even though, in their case, that was a translation itself). However, the question remains whether carelessness and thoughtlessness are better than plain incompetence. And as to his claim that the characters have remained true to themselves, the following comment is devastating for Katharina’s credibility. 
What Katharina wants most of all is the right to speak and be heard. When Petruchio tries to silence her, she says “My tongue will tell the anger of my heart, or else my heart concealing it will break. And rather than it shall, I will be free, even to the uttermost, as I please, in words” (Shrew, IV.3). Laurie Maguire discusses these lines and notes that “Katherine’s second line above shows the consequences of not being true to oneself: emotional damage. (…) There are no more heartrending lines in Shakespeare” (Maguire, 77). The comment on this speech, which is provoked by an argument about a bonnet, in De Kunst een Tegenspreekster te Temmen completely spoils the dramatic effect and reduces Katharina to a superficial fashion victim: “Shakespear [sic] has copied nature with great accuracy. Petruchio has made his wife gentle and meek through anger, hunger and sleeplessness, and the reader no longer expects her to shout and curse. However, as soon as she is denied something related to fashion and style, the innate folly of the female sex, she returns for the last time to the full fury of her original nature.”​[11]​ These lines make it seem as if Katharina is not after freedom of speech, but after freedom of clothes. She will let herself be tamed, but as soon as fashion is involved, she is ready to fight once more. Even though this comment is from the hand of John Warburton, so had not been written by one of the translators, the fact that they included the comment in their edition implies that they agreed. If they could not look beyond childish rebellion in Katharina’s behaviour, it seems unlikely that they would have recognized her struggle for freedom. 
In a chapter called “Onderzoek en Aanmerkingen”, the translators have added some comments of their own (De Kunst, 410-430). They mostly discuss the origins of the story and whether Shakespeare was the author. There is, however, one comment which sheds light on their interpretation of the play. In another play, The woman’s prize, or the Tamer Tam’d, Petrutio marries another women, Maria, after the death of Katharina. She goes through a similar transformation. Petruchio fakes his own death, but Maria does not seem to care. “Petruchio can no longer stand it, and when he comes out, Maria is suddenly – we cannot really understand why – transformed, and promises to love her husband, whom she now believes.”​[12]​ The important phrase here is “we cannot understand why.” If the translators disapproved of the all too sudden transformation in Maria, they apparently thought that Katharina’s transformation is not too sudden. Daniel Fischlin and Mark Fortier comment on The Woman’s Prize by saying that “Fletcher’s play presents itself in relation to Shakespeare’s as its reversal or opposite, with the triumph of its women over its men” (Fischlin and Fortier, 23). The Woman’s Prize is in several ways the opposite of The Taming of the Shrew. If the translators did not appreciate The Woman’s Prize, it seems understandable that they favoured The Taming of the Shrew. This may very well be linked to the outcome of the play; in Fletcher’s play, the women win – or, as some argue, the play ends in a draw between men and women – whereas it is difficult to see Kate as anything but the loser of the situation. Since the translators do not comment on Katharina herself and what they thought about the way in which she was treated, these small bits of information are the only way in which their opinions become clear. The combination of these two small comments creates the impression that the translators did not see a hidden meaning in the text, or rather, they did not look for one. Perhaps they tried to translate the text as quickly as possible, which would be an explanation for the ‘carelessness’ that Leek blames them for. If they did not have time to properly translate the text, they most certainly would not have had time to analyse the text and perhaps change some details to make the hidden meaning more visible. 
















The best known Shakespeare translations from the nineteenth century are by Leendert Alexander Johannes Burgersdijk. He began translating Shakespeare on 9 February 1877 and finished Shakespeare’s last play exactly eight-and-a-half years later, on 9 August 1885. A year later, his translation of the complete works was published by Brill in Leiden. Twelve of his translations were performed several times before the end of the century (Shakespeare in Nederland, 87). The amazing aspect of Burgersdijk’s story is that he was not a writer or a poet by profession. He was a biologist and teacher in Deventer. He had written an Atlas der Natuurlijke Historie, but why he suddenly directed his writing talent towards Shakespeare is unclear (Shakespeare in Nederland, 87). Leek thinks that his friend Johannes van Vloten’s love of Shakespeare inspired him. Van Vloten produced the posthumous edition of Moulin’s Shakespeare translations and Abraham Seyne Koks Hamlet translation (Erenstein, 497-498). It is also possible that he wanted to translate Shakespeare for his wife, who did not speak English (Shakespeare in Nederland, 87). However, all this is mostly speculation. Whatever his reasons may have been, fact remains that Burgersdijk translated all of Shakespeare’s plays, including The Taming of the Shrew. He also added notes after every play, gave his interpretation, a short history of the play, and other interesting facts and figures (Een Snibbe Getemd, 473). Because Burgersdijk was not a writer by profession and unknown in literary circles, his publisher was not immediately enthusiastic. He only wanted to publish Burgersdijk’s translation if Burgersdijk himself could find enough interested buyers. With some help, he eventually managed to do so and the final volume of his Werken van Shakespeare contains the list of people who were interested in his work (Koster, 23). It took some effort, but in the end Burgersdijk was welcomed in literary circles and recognized as Shakespeare-translator. 
	 Leek discusses Burgersdijk’s work and observes that, although Burgersdijk is not always as literal as he would like, 
His fidelity to the sense of Shakespeare’s play is, in this aspect as well, characteristic. Time and time again we witness how he has tried after consideration of all the factors – contextual meaning, sound, rhythm and stress, dramatic situation, mood and character, and the connections between these aspects – to recreate a scene in our language to the best of his ability.​[13]​ 
Leek admires Burgersdijk’s creative use of language and his poetical skills, but he also thinks that his language was still too formal. Burgersdijk translated Shakespeare just before the literary revolution of the Eighties Movement (Tachtigers), which meant that his translation aged too quickly. The Tachtigers themselves did not think much of Burgersdijk and his formal use of language, but as Leek observes: “save Albert Verwey, who translated several sonnets, none of the prominent Tachtiger poets ventured to create alternative versions of Shakespeare.” ​[14]​ Even if Burgersdijk’s translations aged quickly, his translations remained well-known and were often used for new performances (Shakespeare in Nederland, 85-94). 
	As Leek observes, Burgersdijk did not just translate literally, he took many other factors into consideration (Shakespeare in Nederland, 90). The following passage illustrates this. Katharina and her family are waiting for Petruchio to show up for the wedding, and Katharina laments her fate. Shakespeare’s text is as follows:
	No shame but mine: I must, forsooth, be forc’d
To give my hand, oppos’d against my heart,
Unto a mad-brain rudesby, full of spleen;
Who woo’d in haste, and means to wed at leisure.
I told you, I, he was a frantic fool,
Hiding his bitter jests in blunt behaviour:
And, to be noted for a merry man,
He’ll woo a thousand, ‘point the day of marriage
Make friends, invite, yes, and proclaim the banns;
Yet never means to wed where he hath woo’d (Shrew, III.2).
Burgersdijk’s translated this as follows:
	’t Is smaad op mij! Ja, ‘k werd genoopt, de hand
Met tegenzin te reiken aan een dollen,
Grilzieken wildeman, die vliegensvlug
Verloofd wil zijn, maar trouwen, als ’t hem lust.
Ik zeide het wel, ’t was een bezeten zot;
Die bitt’re scherts verbergt in lompheids schijn,
Die graag, om maar voor grappig door te gaan,
Een duizend meisjes vraagt, het huw’lijk afspreekt,
De gasten nooden, de geboden gaan,
Maar ’t bruidjen op de bruiloft zitten laat (Een Snibbe Getemd, 235).
Burgersdijk did not try to find a perfect equivalent for Shakespeare’s text, but he has created a text that conveys the original meaning and, perhaps more importantly, the atmosphere of the text. Since the ‘perfect equivalent’ is impossible to find, this may very well be one of the more successful ways to produce a translation. The last line illustrates Burgersdijk’s priorities. Since ‘to woo’ alliterates beautifully with ‘where’ and ‘to wed,’ he has chosen to translate the line as ‘Maar ’t bruidjen op de bruiloft zitten laat,’ to create a similar alliteration. There is no significant change in meaning, but the imagery he used is so powerful that the reader can almost see the sad little bride, in her dress at the altar, waiting for a husband who will not come. 
Not everyone appreciated his method of translating. Even Pennink, who uses his translation as the standard to which she compares all the others, has some remarks. She comments on the anonymous translators from the eighteenth century, “One cannot discuss the aesthetic value of a translation like this one; the only praise we can give the translators, is that they rarely tried to adapt or ‘improve’ the text. Van Lennep loved to do that, and Moulin and Roorda van Eysinga, and perhaps even Burgersdijk – all things considered! – could not completely avoid it” ​[15]​ Apparently she thought that Burgersdijk should have been more literal, but even the way in which she writes this line proves that she does not really want to criticize Burgersdijk.
Leek’s conclusion is that, although Burgersdijk’s translation is not always very literal, he has preserved the meaning and the dramatic quality of Shakespeare’s work. If that is true, the ambiguity of The Taming of the Shrew should be visible in Burgersdijk’s translation as well. The first striking element about Burgersdijk’s translation is that his Katharina is not as aggressive as Shakespeare’s. In her discussion with Petruchio, Shakespeare’s Katharina hits Petruchio, purely to see what he will do. Burgersdijk translated the event as: 
Petruchio: 	Haar nagels eer, die knipt de man, die u, 
Wild Kaatjen, vangt, wel af.
Katharina wendt zich om tot heengaan. Petruccio houdt haar vast.
Lief Kaatjen, blijf;
Ik ben een edelman.
	Katharina:				Dat wil ik zien.
	Zij slaat zijn handen weg. Petruccio grijpt haar handen vast.
	Petruccio: Bij God, ik klop u, waagt gij ’t weer, te slaan (Een Snibbe Getemd, 220).
In this version, Petruccio grabs Katharina when she tries to leave, and she hits him to try and get away. Although their text has not changed very much, and she still wants to see his reaction, the cause is different. She seems a lot less unpredictable and aggressive when she hits someone who is holding her. Shakespeare’s Katharina hits Petruchio because she wants to know whether he will hit back, but Burgersdijk’s Katharina is provoked. Although she does hit Bianca without cause in act II, scene one (Een Snibbe Getemd, 211), the subtle change in this scene changes the relationship between Petruchio and Katharina. He behaves very cruelly towards her, and she does not deserve it. 
It is often impossible to know what a translator thought about the text he worked on, and clues are only visible in the text. Burgersdijk, however, has added notes at the end of the play, discussing the origins of the play (including a short history of the play called A Taming of a Shrew from 1594), several interesting facts, and his own opinion, which is as follows.
It is possible that one does not approve of the manner in which Kaatjen is tamed by Petruccio, but it is debatable whether a man with a gentler disposition than Petruccio would have been able to handle a shrewish woman like Catharina. More importantly, Shakespeare lived in a time when rough measures, like hitting children, were thoroughly approved of. If any member of the fairer sex resents Shakespeare for his treatment of this woman, they may, instead of take offence, enjoy the wide selection of women Shakespeare presented on stage.” ​[16]​
Burgersdijk argues here that, although Katharina’s treatment does not seem very appropriate today (that is, the nineteenth century), we must take into account that Shakespeare’s contemporaries did not consider violence towards women and children as unacceptable behaviour. Phyllis Rackin discusses this widespread idea by pointing out that many of our beliefs about Renaissance attitudes towards women originate from Shakespeare. She acknowledges that “there is ample evidence for a history of misogyny and of women’s oppression in Shakespeare’s world” (Rackin, 17), but she also emphasizes that current ideas about feminism influence the way we look at Shakespeare and his work. Our own opinions change the way we see Shakespeare: there is no ‘view from nowhere’ (Rackin, 17). Burgersdijk goes on to say that if there are women who object to Katharina’s taming, they should turn to Shakespeare’s other plays, in which there are many strong and remarkable women to be found. The combination of both arguments gives the impression that he did not really object to the play, perhaps because he could put it into perspective. This is, after all, just a story. He did not feel the need to take everything seriously, because it is not real. 
	He goes on to mention many of the other female characters in Shakespeare’s plays, who, as he says, “excelled in spirit and grace, in goodness, in innocence, in the nobility of their characters, in love and sacrifice.” ​[17]​ This enumeration of good characteristics implies that Katharina does not have any of them, and also that the objections voiced by the “members of the fairer sex” (Een Snibbe Getemd, 476) could very well be directed at Katharina herself, and not at Petruchio’s taming strategies. Aside from that, he urges the ladies to consider “how many women he, who has one quarrelsome shrew brutally tamed, could have persuaded gently, by the noblest of examples, to refrain from quarrelling, and perhaps he succeeded!” ​[18]​ We are to forgive Shakespeare his brutal taming of Katharina because he created so many exemplary female characters. These characters are, apparently, bound to have served as a good example to women, and he is therefore the cause of their subsequent good behaviour. Burgersdijk argues that we should not take the taming too seriously, that we should take into account that the times were different at the time of writing, that there are many other plays to read if the readers do not like this one, and that Shakespeare has created so many exemplary women that we should forgive this one exception. All in all, he does not sound too concerned about Katharina, the taming, or the effect it might have had on the audience. He does acknowledge that there may be objections, however. This means that he is at least aware of the effects the play could have on his audience. In 1941, F. de Backer and G.A. Dudok edited Burgersdijk’s translations and added an introduction. They were also aware of the possible objections. They explain that, “we should not take her capitulation, her complete submission too seriously, since we are dealing with a comedy and everything should remain comical. However, we cannot deny the fact that her situation is not so much ridiculous as it is lamentable.” ​[19]​ They even see some good in Katharina, which Burgersdijk himself will not admit to: “Katharina is sharp-witted, honest and sincere, but she is too self-conscious, whimsical and moody.”​[20]​ De Backer and Dudok were very well aware of the brutality presented in the play and objected to it, more so than Burgersdijk did. But if Burgersdijk did in fact start translating Shakespeare to enable his wife to enjoy the beauty of the plays (Shakespeare in Nederland, 87), he might very well have felt the need to excuse the brutal treatment of the play’s heroine. That may have been the reason for his notes on the subject, although that is of course only speculation.​[21]​
	From the text and his own notes, it seems that Burgersdijk himself was not too worried by the taming plot, but was aware of the fact that others (perhaps including his own wife) could have objections to it. Perhaps that is why he reduced Katharina’s aggression in act II.1. It is clear that he felt the need to excuse Shakespeare for both Katharina and Petruchio’s behaviour to his audience in his notes, but he does not seem very offended himself. It is however noteworthy that he does not mention another interpretation in his notes. He observes that Petruchio was probably the only one who could ‘tame’ a shrewish woman like Katharina. Apparently, he did not see another interpretation, and did not really feel the need to look for one. He does not try to argue that Katharina and Petruchio are perhaps very happy together, and that their fights are just play. Stephen Greenblatt illustrates this: “In The Taming of the Shrew, a pair of good actors can persuade audiences that there is a powerful sexual attraction half-hidden in the quarrelling of Petruccio and Kate” (Greenblatt, 134). Laurie Maguire discusses the problems of such an interpretation by saying that “I like this interpretation a lot because it enables me to read and teach the play without feeling abject misery. Deep down, however, I know that such an interpretation actually makes matters worse for it says that a woman can only find herself with the help of a man, or worse, that a man is entitled to overrule a woman’s life and behaviour choices” (Maguire, 83). Burgersdijk avoids all such problems by staying close to Shakespeare’s text. He has accomplished what the anonymous translators of the Borchers translation could not: his text is as ambiguous as the original. Kaatje’s final speech is as obedient and dutiful as Kate’s, but there is one line at the end which emphasizes the ambiguity even more than Shakespeare did himself. 
Vincentio: ‘t Is lieflijk te hooren, als kind’ren zoo willig zijn. 
Lucentio: Doch schrikk’lijk te hooren, als vrouwen zoo grillig zijn 
(Een Snibbe Getemd, 300). 
Since ‘grillig’ can mean both ‘moody’ and ‘unexpected,’ Lucentio can mean two things here. The first is the meaning that is to be found in Shakespeare’s text: “But a harsh hearing when women are froward” (Shrew, V.2). The second meaning is that he is actually not just surprised at her sudden change in behaviour, he disapproves of it. This interpretation fits neatly with the opinion voiced by the two other brides, Bianca and the nameless widow. 
	Weduwe: 	God geev’ mij nimmer reden tot een zucht,
Aleer ik zulk een slaafsche dwaasheid doe!
Bianca:	Foei, wat een dwaze volgzaamheid van u! (Een Snibbe Getemd, 298).
Shakespeare’s text is open to various interpretations, and Burgersdijk was able to reproduce this ambiguity. Whether he was aware of this ambiguity is unclear. His notes seem to indicate that he did not see it, or at least did not think it significant enough to mention. The text, however, makes it seem like he did see the hidden meaning and tried to incorporate it as best as he could. He did not do so by trying to translate Shakespeare as literally as he could, but by focusing on the meaning and atmosphere of the text. Leek explains, 
Burgersdijk’s insight in Shakespeare’s poetry was, without a doubt, at least as profound as Kok’s; also, the work of both translators time and again shows their shared awareness of the impossibility of fully capturing this poetry, in its infinite variety and complexity, in the intractable Dutch language. But (…) Burgersdijk would continue to employ his active sense of sound, rhythm and dramatic point or occasion, and would often allow these to take precedence over literal interpretation (Shakespeare in the Netherlands, 146).



















In 1941, Onno van den Berg’s translation of the Taming of the Shrew was published as De Getemde Feeks. It was performed that same year, and it remained in use for a long time. In 1978, it was adapted by Erik Vos, although a more recent translation was available to him (Shakespeare in Nederland, 198). Vos discussed Van den Berg’s translation in an article in De Gids in 1964, comparing it to Bert Voeten's. He concluded that Van den Berg was not just more faithful to Shakespeare’s text, but devoted more attention to rhythm in the text as well (Vos, 420-426). Leek is also impressed by the merits of Van den Berg's work and claims that van den Berg is the only translator who has been able to translate scene II.1, the first meeting of Petruchio and Katharina, without losing the fire and character from Shakespeare’s text (Shakespeare in Nederland, 198). 
Although he did see some flaws in the translation, Leek admired Van den Berg’s translation of Shakespeare’s play (Shakespeare in Nederland, 198-200). One example in the translation that is not just faithful to the meaning, but also to the atmosphere and sense of the text, is to be found in scene II.1. Grumio comments on Petruchio’s lack of objections to Katharina. He says: “Why, nothing comes amiss, so money comes withal” (Shrew, II.1). Van den Berg translates: “Geld goed, al goed” (Van den Berg, 32). This translation expresses the meaning in a new, recognizable context, recreating it as a Dutch saying. 
Both Leek and Vos discuss scene II.1 as an example of Van den Berg’s skill as a translator. Leek especially praises the way in which van den Berg has been able to reproduce Petruchio and Katharina’s relationship. Their exchange of words is fast and shows that they are, at least intellectually and verbally, equals (Shakespeare in Nederland, 198-199). Erik Vos notices that Van den Berg has retained the structure of the scene. The two characters share lines, as they do here:
Petruchio: Een zuurpruim is hier niet, kijk dus niet zuur.
Katharina: ‘t Is wel, ‘t is wel!
Petruchio:			Laat zien dan waar.
Katharina: Als ik een spiegel had.
Petruchio:				Wàt? .... Je bedoelt mij? 
Katharina: Heel snel gesnapt voor zo’n jong broekje! (Van den Berg, 52).
Vos claims that Shakespeare used this technique to show that these two characters belong together, that they have an almost cosmic connection. Using the same argument, he then goes on to say that, although they are sisters, Katharina and Bianca are like strangers to each other. After all, they do not even finish each other’s lines (Vos, 424). According to Vos, this scene shows that there is more between Petruchio and Katharina then just the relationship of tamer and shrew. If Shakespeare did in fact use this technique to show that there is in fact some sort of chemistry between Katharina and Petruchio, it is sad that not every translator has used the same structure. Van den Berg did, which means that, according to Vos, his Katharina and Petruchio seem to be equals, more so than their counterparts in other translations.
	Erik Vos compared Van den Berg’s translation with a slightly more recent one, by Bert Voeten. He noticed that van den Berg kept ‘kaatswoorden’ (recurring words) as he calls them, where Voeten apparently overlooked them. He compared the following part of Shakespeare’s text:
	Petruchio: Who knows not where a wasp does wear his sting?
			In his tail.
	Katharina: In his tongue.
	Petruchio:			Whose tongue?
Katharina: Yours, if you talk of tails; and so farewell.
Petruchio: What! With my tongue in your tail? Nay, come again. (Shrew, II.1).







	Petruchio	tongue – tail		tong			tong – staart (Vos, 426).
It seems that Van den Berg has tried – and succeeded – to keep Shakespeare’s structure, and with it the underlying relationship between the characters. His characters are still equals, or at least they behave that way at this point of the play. This would mean that Van den Berg was aware of the different interpretations of the play and attempted to make a translation that is as open to interpretation as Shakespeare’s play. 
	However, Van den Berg has changed Katharina’s reputation. Shakespeare’s Katharina is called a ‘shrew’ and ‘curst’ at several points, for instance in the following scene:
Hortensio: 	That none shall have access unto Bianca, 
till Katharine the curst have got a husband.
Grumio: 	Katharine the curst! 
A title for a maid, of all titles the worst (Shrew, I.2). 
Van den Berg has translated this scene as follows:
Hortensio: 	Dat niemand toegang verkrijgt tot Bianca 
voordat Kathrien de kat eerst aan den man is. 
Grumio: 	Kathrien de kat? Voor een jong meisje een lief naampje, dát! 
(Van den Berg, 34). 
 ‘Kathrien de kat’ does not sound as serious as ‘Katharine the curst.’ It seems as if Katharina has lost some of her shrewishness in this translation. Van den Berg has kept the alliteration, but the original meaning is lost. Calling someone a ‘kat’ means that she is a (very) unpleasant woman. Shakespeare’s Katharina is called ‘curst,’ which implies that she is not just unpleasant to be around, she is hated – by the men, since they are the ones who gave her that name. Even Grumio seems shocked by this reputation. Van den Berg’s Katharina is not hated like her English counterpart, which means that her reputation has changed in his translation.
	This idea is reinforced by the omission of several violent outbursts of Katharina. In act IV, scene three, she begs Grumio for some food. He teases her and brings her nothing, although she is very hungry: “[I] am starv’d for meat, giddy for lack of sleep” (Shrew, IV.3). Frustrated, she insults and strikes him. In Van den Berg’s translation, Katharina shouts at Grumio, but she does not hit him. Van den Berg translates “Go, get thee gone, thou false deluding slave” (Shrew, IV.3), with “Maak dat je wegkomt, nare valsche slang” (Van den Berg, 91). Whether it is worse to be a snake or a slave is debatable, but it is remarkable that this Dutch Katharina does not beat Grumio. In her earlier fight with Petruchio, she does hit him, but that is necessary because he comments on it: “Als je nog één keer slaat, dan mep ik je” (Van den Berg, 51). Katharina is still aggressive in Van den Berg’s translation, but she directs her physical violence only at Petruchio, and not at Grumio.
Although Katharina is not as aggressive in van den Berg’s translation as she was in Shakespeare’s play, Petruchio shouts as much at his servants as the original character: 
Petruchio: Jij stomme hoerenspruit, laat je dat vallen? 
Katharina: Geduld, smeek ik je, ’t was toch niet met opzet.
Petruchio: Een hoerenkind! Jij ezelsflapoor, zak! (Van den Berg, 81). 
Laurie Maguire observes that, although Petruchio does not shout at Katharina herself, the fact that he is verbally and physically abusive towards his servants, is a reminder to Katharina that he could turn on her as well. “When Petruccio shouts, beats his servants, and behaves unpredictably, he reminds Katherine that he has power to hurt his subordinates and property – and hence her, for in Renaissance culture a wife was, like the furniture and the servants, ‘household stuff’ and could be treated the same way” (Maguire, 81). Petruchio even tells her (and her family) this explicitly, just after the wedding:
	I will be master of what is mine own:
	She is my goods, my chattels; she is my house,
	My household stuff, my field, my barn,
	My horse, my ox, my ass, my anything (Shrew, II.2).
The fact that van den Berg has retained this implicit threat, suggests that Petruchio’s psychological abuse of Katharina is just as serious as it is in Shakespeare’s text.
Whereas Shakespeare talks of ‘taming,’ van den Berg’s Petruchio is all about ‘punishment’: 
Zoo kan men vrouwen juist door goedheid dooden 
en zoo breek ik haar dwaze, harde kop. 
Weet u, hoe men beter een feeks kastijdt? 
Biecht op, alleen al uit barmhartigheid (Van den Berg, 83). 
Shakespeare’s text runs:
This is a way to kill a wife with kindness, 
and thus I’ll curb her mad and headstrong humour; 
he that knows better how to tame a shrew, 
now let him speak, ‘tis charity to shew (Shrew, IV.2). 
Shakespeare’s shrew is to be tamed, and her humour to be curbed, but Van den Berg’s Petruchio wants to destroy his shrew’s fierce temper completely. Maguire notices that Shakespeare’s Katharina: 
is not tamed, at least not in the sense made popular by shrew-taming tradition in which taming leads to extinction of identity. She conforms to a social norm for the sake of appearance, while retaining her own persona in private (Maguire, 29). 
Petruchio’s strategy looks a lot like the strategy used to tame falcons. He tells the audience so himself:
	My falcon now is sharp, and passing empty,
	And, till she stoop, she must not be full-gorg’d,
For then she never looks upon her lure.
Another way I have to man my haggard,
To make her come, and know her keepers’ call;
That is, to watch her, as we watch these kites,
That bate, and beat, and will not be obedient. (Shrew, IV.2)
The imagery in this speech is taken from the world of falcon-taming. Katharina is described as a wild falcon which needs to be tamed. As falcons cannot be tamed completely, only trained, this approach does not seem disastrous for Katharina. After all, this would imply that at least some of her ‘untamed’ spirit and character remains intact. Sad as it is that Katharina cannot be herself in public, at least her spirit has not completely disappeared, at least in Maguire’s interpretation. The word ‘curb,’ however, does not originate in the world of falcon-taming, it has to do with horses. The combination of falcon-taming and horses makes it sound as if Petruchio thinks of his wife as a wild animal, in need of taming and training. The difference between the texts is that Van den Berg’s Petruchio does not talk of ‘curbing’ her personality, he wants to change her completely. Although the falcon-taming imagery is still intact in this translation, the meaning has changed completely because van den Berg has changed two lines. His Petruchio suddenly becomes a brutal tamer, when he says “en zoo breek ik haar dwaze, harde kop. Weet u, hoe men beter een feeks kastijdt?” (Van den Berg, 83). He does not seem interesting in curbing or conditioning, it seems like he wants to destroy her completely. These lines make the play seem less ambiguous and more misogynistic. 
It is interesting to see that Van den Berg has reduced the level of aggression in the play. This could be an attempt to take physical violence out of their relationship (not out of the play, since Petruchio is still very aggressive towards his servants). Van den Berg could have done this to emphasize the equality discussed earlier by Erik Vos (Vos, 422-424). However, even if she does not strike Grumio, Petruchio still abuses her mentally. He never hits her, but as Laurie Maguire says, “No husband is a decent chap just because he behaves less badly than he might” (Maguire, 81). Emily Detmer argues that readers and critics are too often blind to the true extent of Petruchio’s abuse, because they focus on the fact that he does not hit her (Detmer, 273-294). She warns: “If readers and teachers fail to take seriously the experience of Petruchio’s abuse, and thus identify more strongly with him than with Kate, they risk complicity with an ideology that authorizes oppression as long as it is achieved without physical violence” (Detmer, 275). According to Detmer, Petruchio showed that wives can be controlled without using physical violence, a notion gaining popularity with the Puritans in the seventeenth century. However, they did not disapprove of wife-beating because they wanted to protect women, but because they felt that violence towards wives was inappropriate for gentlemen. Only commoners control their wives with violence (Detmer, 275-280). This did not mean that a woman was suddenly considered equal to her husband. On the contrary, several writers from the seventeenth century hurry to ensure their readers that they would never say such a thing (Detmer, 277-279). Refraining from violence is only advised because it is more effective and does not detract from a gentleman’s honour. As Katharina herself says: “If you strike me, you are no gentleman. And if no gentleman, why, then no arms” (Shrew, II.1). Detmer concludes: “Shakespeare’s ‘shrew’ is tamed in a manner that would have made the wife-beating reformers proud; Petruchio’s taming ‘policy’ dramatizes how abstention from physical violence works better – for men” (Detmer, 279). The fact that Van den Berg’s Katharina is less aggressive does not make Petruchio’s taming methods less brutal. If Van den Berg did omit Katharina’s violent outbursts to emphasize that Katharina and Petruchio are more equal than we think, he has failed. After all, it is not Katharina’s violence which is the problem in their relationship.





















Hafid Bouazza’s translation of The Taming of the Shrew was published in 2005 and performed by Toneelgroep Amsterdam between May 2005 and August 2006. Bouazza used The Arden Shakespeare and The Oxford Shakespeare as source texts (Bouazza, 171), and told the audience that his version is “a translation of the seventeenth-century English text and not an adaptation by a twenty-first century Dutch writer with a Moroccan accent.”​[22]​ He tried to be as faithful to the text as possible, but as he said, his personality and the time he lives in will inevitably show.​[23]​ His interpretation of the play and his opinion of Katharina could be visible in his translation as well. Bouazza thought that the play is mostly about power. Love is always connected with money and power in this play. According to him, all marriages in the play are based on money and power, which means that love is lost somewhere in the middle. Bouazza claimed that Petruchio and Katharina do not love each other. In his opinion, Katharina’s final speech does not prove that she loves Petruchio or that she has been tamed, but only that she has been brainwashed (Bouazza, 172). The director of the performances of his translation, Ivo van Hove, had a different opinion. He thought that the play is about love and that the final speech shows that Katharina has found love (Bouazza, 172). Interestingly, Ruud Meijer in Algemeen Dagblad commented on this contrast as well. He said that “Ivo van Hove claims that this play is about love. In reality, it is about power.”​[24]​ These two opinions show that the discussion about this play is in no way exhausted. Even in the twenty-first century, The Taming of the Shrew is still a fascinating, controversial play. 
	Bouazza tried to be as faithful to Shakespeare’s text as possible. He used numerous words and expressions no longer in use today, which gave his translation the illusion of an older text, as in the following lines.
	Al deze kout ter zijde, laat mij je dit zeggen,
	In duidelijke woorden: je vader heeft erin toegestemd
	Dat je mijn vrouw zult zijn; de bruidsschat is overeengekomen.
	En wil je of nil je, ik zal met je trouwen. (Bouazza, 66).
Bouazza also tried to translate the puns and jokes as literally as possible, which means that many of them are unintelligible in his translation. He added notes to explain the puns and other points in the text, but a lot is lost in translation. The following discussion between Katharina and Petruchio makes no sense anymore:
	Katherina:	Laat degene die u hierheen gehaald heeft
			U hier weghalen. Ik zag meteen dat u
			Een verplaatsbaar stuk bent.
	Petruchio:	Wat is een verplaatsbaar stuk?
	Katherina:	Een kruk met drie poten. (Bouazza, 61).
This literal approach to the text meant that there were only few clues as to the opinion of the translator to be found in the translation itself. Fortunately, he added notes and comments and there are many reviews of the performance which shed light on interpretations of and opinions on this translation and the production. The interesting aspect of these reviews is that everyone has a different view of the play and the way it was performed. 
Pieter Bots in Het Parool claimed that Petruchio and Katharina are – in this performance, at least – truly in love and rebel against the decadent lifestyle of the other characters. He claimed that “Katharina’s final monologue is no longer an appeal to women to make them obey their husbands, it is a denouncement of the decadent party culture.”​[25]​ In his vision, Katharina and Petruchio are outsiders, set apart by their extreme behaviour. That behaviour is not directed at each other as much as it is directed at the outside world. They are together, against all the others (Het Parool, 9-5-2005).
	Marco Weijers in Telegraaf did see true love emerge in the play. He claimed that Katharina chooses to surrender. “Surrender to the other, surrender to love.”​[26]​ Petruchio and Katharina’s love is more realistic than the love between Bianca and her many suitors. There is something true and real about their extreme love (Telegraaf, 10-05-2005). Apparently, the extreme shouting, hitting and taming methods displayed in the play only strengthened the idea that there must be love underneath it all. Marian Buijs combined all these aspects in her article. She discussed the extreme, abusive aspects of the relationship and noticed that Petruchio and Katharina are outsiders, lost in a decadent world that means little to them. She also observed something that has not emerged from previous translations; the loneliness of Katharina, played by Halina Reijn. “But Halina Reijn also shows that her behaviour is a cry for love, which she never got from her good-for-nothing father.”​[27]​ She finally finds this love with the cruel, but somehow loving Petruchio. Buijs claimed that the couple is very well matched and that they need each other (De Volkskrant, 9-5-2005). 
	All reviews concluded that, although the method is cruel and unusual, Petruchio manages to win Katharina’s heart and that together they can take on the world. Katharina needs love and finds it in an unexpected place. Her final speech is a testimony to that love and the way that she has surrendered herself to this man, who is an outsider like herself. The striking element of these reviews is that hardly anyone seemed to object to the brutal taming methods that Petruchio inflicts upon his bride. It seems that the taming is less conspicuous due to the brutal contexts. Katharina was seen as a strong woman who chooses to surrender herself to Petruchio because he can give her the love she craves. Although the critics could not agree on the question whether the play is about love or about power, they all chose to believe that Katharina and Petruchio love each other. That seems strange, considering that the translator did not share that opinion. Perhaps the view of the director was stronger than that of the translator in the performance. This is understandable, since the director is in control of the production, more so than the translator of the text.
	The translator, Hafid Bouazza, had a different opinion of the play. In a radio interview with Mieke Spaans he explained how he could not see love in the play. Especially the final speech convinced him that Katharina had been brainwashed and had lost her “self.” He observed that the terms Katharina uses to surrender to her husband, her lord, are the terms used earlier by Bianca’s suitors to convince Baptista of their wealth. They talk of their riches in terms of land and ships, and Katharina echoes them in her speech, saying:
	Thy husband is thy lord, thy life, thy keeper,
	Thy head, they sovereign; one that cares for thee,
	And for thy maintenance: commits his body
	To painful labour, both by sea and land;
	To watch the night in storms, the day in cold,
	Whilst thou liest warm at home, secure and safe. (Shrew, V.2).
She even alludes to her loss of identity, saying that
	My mind hath been as big as one of yours,
	My heart as great; my reason, haply, more,
	To bandy word for word, and frown for frown;
	But now, I see our lances are but straws,
	Our strength as weak, our weakness past compare,
	That seeming to be most, which we indeed least are. (Shrew, V.2).
 She seems to say here that she has lost her heart, mind, and perhaps even her reason. She has realized that she is not as smart, strong, or independent as she may have thought before. The way in which she echoes their arguments and seems to look at her situation from their point of view and not her own, convinced Bouazza that she had been brainwashed, and not introduced to true love (Spaans, 12-5-2005). However, Ivo van Hove’s production of the play showed to him that there is indeed some kind of love to be found in the text. He concluded that the power and the beauty of this play lies in its ambiguity, and the fact that we can still discuss it, centuries after it was written (Spaans, 12-5-2005). The fact that the performance of his own text showed the translator new elements in the story is evidence of the ambiguity of the play. 
	After Petruchio has started the taming process, he tells the audience his plans. The final lines of this monologue run as follows:
	This is a way to kill a wife with kindness;
	And thus I’ll curb her mad and headstrong humour;
	He that knows better how to tame a shrew,
	Now let him speak; ‘tis charity to shew. (Shrew, IV.2).
Bouazza translated it as:
	Dit is een manier om een vrouw met voorkomendheid te vermoorden.
	Zo zal ik haar krankzinnige en koppige natuur breken.
	Laat degene die beter weet hoe je een feeks moet temmen
	Nu spreken, want dat is een teken van liefdadigheid. (Bouazza, 105).
Since ‘mad’ can mean both angry, aggressive and insane, the translator has to make a choice. Bouazza has chosen for the ‘insane’ meaning, which changes the meaning. Shakespeare’s Petruchio calls his wife mad, angry, and possibly insane as well, but Bouazza’s Petruchio focuses on the insanity. This does not only mean that he thinks she is mentally unstable, it can also imply that he thinks the whole situation and her behaviour are ridiculous. This translation diminishes Katharina’s credibility; Petruchio does not just consider her to be stubborn and angry, he also calls her insane. Since Katharina does not come across as mentally ill, just as very angry, this speech emphasizes Bouazza’s interpretation, namely that Katharina is the victim of a cruel man. He ‘tames’ her and tries to convince the audience that she should not be trusted or believed, since she is insane. This does in all probability not improve his reputation with the audience.
There is another subtle, yet important difference between Bouazza’s translation and Shakespeare’s play. The final sentence of the play runs, “’T is a wonder, by your leave, that she be tam’d so” (Shrew, V.2). Bouazza translated this as “Het is toch een wonder dat ze zich zo liet temmen” (Bouazza, 160). There are two shifts here. The first is the addition of the word ‘toch.’ It almost sounds stubborn, as if Lucentio – the speaker at this point – almost refuses to believe what he is seeing. The second shift is in the word ‘liet.’ The only possible interpretation of the Dutch sentence is that she has allowed herself to be tamed. This is only one of the meanings of the original sentence. Shakespeare’s line could mean a lot of things. For instance, it could suggest that Lucentio is surprised that the taming has worked. That does not necessarily mean that Katharina has allowed herself to be tamed. This translation of the final line created a small difference between the texts. As literal as the translation was, this meant that the Dutch Katharina still had some say in the matter. Bouazza’s translation changed the way in which his Katharina reacted to the taming. It makes it seem like she willingly surrendered to Petruchio. This seems strange, since Bouazza himself claims that in his perception she had lost her identity during the taming process. In his translation, she allowed it to happen, which seems strange in the brutal power struggle Bouazza described. It is a possibility that Bouazza translated this sentence this way in order to emphasize the ambiguity in the play. If he thought that the taming was as cruel as it looks, a final line like this one can open up new possibilities, namely that Katharina is not the pitiable victim she seems. 
Hafid Bouazza created a very literal translation, which means that the original ambiguity was largely preserved. Even though he had a very clear opinion about the play and the way in which Katharina was tamed, his translation was still open to other interpretations. 
He added, perhaps without realising it, a layer of ambiguity in the final line to counteract his idea of the taming. The strange element in that reasoning was that it only worked for his interpretation. For a reader who saw a connection between Katharina and Petruchio during the play itself, and who believed that the taming and her submission is what Laurie Maguire called a “salacious nudge-nudge wink-wink extravaganza” (Maguire, 83), the concluding line makes the play less ambiguous. It hints at an interpretation in which Katharina still has some say in the matter, and if that was the interpretation of the reader to begin with, it only strengthens that idea. The fact that Bouazza’s Petruchio seems to want to convince the audience that his wife is insane, contradicts the idea that Katharina willingly surrenders, because it creates the impression that Petruchio is even more cruel than he seems. Since Bouazza claimed that Katharina is being brainwashed, Petruchio’s strategy fits well into that theory. If the strength of this play lies in its ambiguity and its mysteries, as Hafid Bouazza (Spaans, 12-05-2005) and Laurie Maguire (Maguire, 84) claim it is, then those mysterious elements should be kept intact. Bouazza has attempted to do so, but whether he succeeded is up to the reader. His opinion and interpretation are visible, even though his translation was very literal at times. He claims that the main theme of the play is power and power struggles and is inclined to pity Katharina rather than think of her as a strong woman who makes the best of a horrible situation. Although that may be so, his translation creates new contradictions and paradoxes, which increase the ambiguity of the play. There is s much to be found in the text that it even surprised the translator himself, and that may be the fascinating element of this play. 
Conclusion
The Taming of the Shrew still fascinates audiences and scholars after several centuries. Some find it controversial, others appreciate it greatly. One of the attractions of the play is the sense of mystery. The reader never knows for certain what just happened and what to think of it. It is possible to interpret the play in a very misogynistic way, as a story of abuse and humiliation. However, there are many different interpretations possible. Perhaps Katherine and Petruchio love each other and have a strange way of showing it, perhaps they are players in an absurd game, perhaps they are made for each other and just need some time to accept that. This MA thesis discusses five translations of the play, the earliest originating from 1654 and the most recent from 2005. Since there is no such thing as a perfect equivalent in the world of translations, every translation is different from its source text and from other translations of the same source texts. Every translator has to interpret the play and produce his or her own version of the text accordingly. This means that the interpretation and sometimes the opinions of the translator are visible in the end result. The differences in interpretations and approaches to The Taming of the Shrew prove that it is ambiguous in many ways. 
	The first translation, De Dolle Bruyloft by Abraham Sybant, is unique in the sense that the translator has made the most changes. He has left out the Induction and part of the wager scene, and recreated other areas of the play. The most important alteration is the changed ending. Sybant has created a closed ending, whereas Shakespeare has left a lot of questions unanswered. The English play even ends with Lucentio wondering about what just happened. Sybant has adapted Katryna’s final monologue in such a way that she is not just the victim of Petruchio’s taming anymore. She has seen the error of her ways and is now an obedient but above all devout Christian wife, demonstrating the qualities Jacob Cats praised and encouraged in women (Hoenselaars-van Dijkhuizen, 60-61). She is obedient to her husband because that is what her God asks of her, and not because her husband has forced her into submission. This results in a closed ending, without the unanswered questions of Shakespeare’s version. Katryna calls her husband her “worthy half” (De Dolle Bruyloft, 63), implying an equality between them that does not exist between Shakespeare’s Katharina and Petruchio. This alteration in the play may have had something to do with the emancipation of women at the time. Women were allowed to act on stage, but as a reaction they were given this kind of obedient, devout speeches, perhaps to serve as an example for other women. Sybant has changed the play to make it more suitable for his audience and actors. Katryna is still tamed by her husband, but the ending has lost some of its shock value, especially since Katryna no longer offers to place her hand under her husband’s foot. This translation was created only sixty-four years after Shakespeare’s play, which means that the attitude towards women and their rights had not changed as much as it has now. This makes it very interesting to see that the Dutch Katryna seems a lot happier in her marriage than her English counterpart. Katryna’s marriage is (eventually) based on the Puritan idea of harmony. Juliet Dusinberre explains that “The Puritans reached the conclusion that marriage worked best if a wife offered her husband voluntary submission out of, and in return for, love; but on the way there they opened a Pandora’s box of suggestion. A husband could not expect the gift of submission regardless of his own behaviour” (Dusinberre, 83). Ideally, a woman was obedient to her husband, and he would not betray that trust. He would not be a tyrant controlling his subject and she would not disobey him. That was the ideal, and it seems as if Sybant has tried to incorporate it in his play. Since he did not present his work as a translation, he had almost unlimited freedom to change and adapt anything he wished. 
	A century later, a group of anonymous translators set out to translate Shakespeare’s complete works for Albrecht Borchers. They did not use Shakespeare’s play as their source text, but Eschenburg’s translation into High German. Renetta Pennink discussed this translation in great detail, concluding that it is of such poor quality that she cannot even begin to discuss its literary value (Pennink, 71). C.W. Schoneveld argued that it is a conceptual translation, and that it is therefore not reasonable to expect poetical excellence (Schoneveld, 44). Robert-Henri Leek agreed with Pennink that it is a very poor translation, but blames carelessness and haste instead of ignorance and lack of skill, as Pennink did (Shakespeare in the Netherlands, 28). Since the translators have not made alterations to emphasize their interpretation or opinions, clues about their interpretation are difficult to find. They did, however, include comments by several writers and scholars. If they disapproved of or disagreed with these comments, they could (and probably would) have left them out, but they did not. This implies that they agreed with the following comment by John Warburton: 
“Shakespear [sic] has copied nature with great accuracy. Petruchio has made his wife gentle and meek through anger, hunger and sleeplessness, and the reader no longer expects her to shout and curse. However, as soon as she is denied something related to fashion and style, the innate folly of the female sex, she returns for the last time to the full fury of her original nature.”​[28]​  
This comment makes Katharina sound like a spoiled girl, who is angry because her new dress is taken away. This condescending attitude towards women and their rights is absent in Sybant’s play. Women in his day were in no way considered equal to men, but everyone had his or her place. In his play, Katryna’s attitude is different, but she is not mocked as she is in this comment. It seems as if these eighteenth-century translators did not notice the ambiguity, which means that they could hardly emphasize one of the interpretations. In this translation, everything is just as it seems. 
	Leendert Alexander Johannes Burgersdijk translated Shakespeare’s complete works between 1877 and 1885. Even though he was not a writer by profession, his translations were very successful and were used and reused numerous times (Shakespeare in Nederland, 85-94). The most important difference between Burgersdijk’s translation and the Borchers translation is that the eighteenth-century text is in prose. Burgersdijk managed to create poetry by focusing on the meaning and the atmosphere of the text, instead of translating literally (Shakespeare in Nederland, 90). He ‘reproduced’ the text, and did not try to remake the same text in a different language. His method enabled him to stay close to the meaning of the text, including the ambiguity. Burgersdijk was able to produce a play with the same ambiguities and uncertainties present in his source text. Admirable as that may be, it also means that his text does not provide many clues as to his opinion on the ‘taming.’ Fortunately, he added notes and comments (Een Snibbe Getemd, 476). These notes show that he did not really object to Katharina’s treatment, but was aware that others, women in particular, could have objections. He defended Shakespeare by pointing out that he also created many strong, intelligent female characters in his other plays. Although he is aware of the fact that Petruchio’s taming methods are cruel, he claims that that was perhaps the only way to get through to a woman like Katharina (Een Snibbe Getemd, 476). The fact that he felt the need to apologize for elements of the play shows a shift in attitudes. The eighteenth-century anonymous translators did not apologize or try to explain Katharina’s fate, they even seemed to agree with Petruchio’s methods. Sybant changed the play in a way which makes him the odd one out of the translations discussed here. The fact that he changed the ending may be explained as, among others things, a reaction to Katharina’s situation, but there are many other factors at play there.​[29]​ 
	In 1941, Onno van den Berg’s De Getemde Feeks was published. One of the most striking elements in his translation is that he has reduced the level of physical aggression, especially with Katharina. She no longer hits Grumio the servant, but directs her aggression only at Petruchio. Petruchio, however, still behaves cruelly towards her, perhaps even more so than in Shakespeare’s play. Shakespeare’s Petruchio wants to ‘curb her mad and headstrong humour’ (Shrew, IV.2), but Van den Berg’s Petruchio talks of breaking her ‘dwaze, harde kop’ (Van den Berg, 83). Shakespeare’s shrew is to be tamed, but Van den Berg’s shrew is to be punished: “Weet u, hoe men beter een feeks kastijdt?” (Van den Berg, 83). Although Van den Berg has attempted to create an obvious connection between Katharina and Petruchio by using the same techniques as Shakespeare did, ​[30]​ he has accomplished the opposite. Katharina is not as aggressive as her English counterpart, but Petruchio is more aggressive than the original. It is possible that Van den Berg has done so without realizing it, but the result is that his translation is not as ambiguous and open to different interpretations as Shakespeare’s play, or Burgersdijk’s translation. This does not mean that Van den Berg agreed with the wife-taming techniques presented in the play, it seems as if he has tried to make his play as ambiguous and mysterious as Shakespeare’s play, but has failed (to a degree). 
	Hafid Bouazza’s translation is the most recent text discussed in this MA thesis. His Het Temmen van een Feeks was published and performed in 2005. He has produced a very literal translation, which means that many of the ambiguous elements from Shakespeare’s text are also visible in his translation. There are, however, some striking aspects of his translation. He has changed the final line to enhance the ambiguity, since he was also aware of the fact that the ambiguity is one of the attractions of this play (Spaans, 12-05-2005). His interpretation is that Katharina is brainwashed and forced into submission, but his final line contradicts this idea. This means, however, that it only works for readers who agree with his interpretation. For all others, Bouazza’s concluding line actually diminishes the ambiguity of the play. Bouazza contradicts himself in other ways as well, but it is possible that he has done so to preserve the sense of mystery of the play. His own opinion of the play is that it is shocking to witness Katharina’s fate. He claims that the play is about power and not about love, and that the way in which Katharina is forced into submission has nothing to do with love (Spaans, 12-05-2005). Since he seemed convinced of his interpretation, it is interesting to see that he has tried (and often succeeded) to preserve the option of other interpretations. His translation is more literal than the previous texts discussed here, with the possible exception of Onno van den Berg’s translation, which means that his strategy and opinions are not always clear from the text. The fact that there are many reviews of the production and interviews with the author available is very helpful. 
	When comparing these five translations, it is immediately clear that the element of controversy has only increased over time. Abraham Sybant’s text does not show any signs of disapproval of Katharina’s fate. The text has drastically changed, and it is possible to argue that Sybant’s Katryna is not treated as cruelly as Shakespeare’s. However, it is impossible to prove that he could have made those changes to prevent a shocked reaction from his audience, and since he created his play only sixty years after Shakespeare produced his text, this option is improbable to begin with. The anonymous translators of the eighteenth-century Borchers edition show no compassion with the main character of the play, and even seem to applaud the way in which she is tamed. Burgersdijk’s comments show a drastic shift in opinions. He apologized, not just for the way Katharina is treated, but for her behaviour as well. This means he felt the need to defend the actions of both Katharina and Petruchio, and emphasized this by saying that they were truly made for each other (Een Snibbe Getemd, 476). He was apparently not shocked by the wife-taming techniques displayed in Shakespeare’s play, but acknowledged that others, women in particular, might have objections. This shows that the female point of view is at least acknowledged, even if Burgersdijk himself was not shocked by Petruchio’s psychological abuse. Onno van den Berg tried to replicate the ambiguity of Shakespeare’s play, which is in effect the source of the controversy surrounding the text. If the only possible interpretation was misogynistic and cruel, this play would most likely not have been performed and translated as much as it is. Audiences and scholars are fascinated by this work, because it offers them several options. The fact that one of the available options is that the world famous Bard produced a play that promotes psychological abuse and oppression, could actually be an incentive to scholars and audiences to try and find other interpretations. Onno van den Berg has translated the text in such a way that the relationship between Katharina and Petruchio has changed. He is portrayed as a cruel tyrant, whereas his Katharina does not seem to deserve her bad reputation. However, it does not seem to be the case that Van den Berg wanted to promote this type of behaviour. He tried to produce a translation which was as ambiguous as Shakespeare’s play, which resulted in a translation that is ambiguous, but also contains contradicting elements. Hafid Bouazza was shocked by the play and claimed that it was a comedy of the blackest kind, purely concerned with power and control (Het Temmen van een Feeks, 172-173). He recognized many aspects of the play in modern life, and hoped that his audience would see those unpleasant aspects as well. Hopefully, they would try to change them, but the main thing was to create awareness. He wanted people to realize that the world is not as beautiful as it should be. He related the play to the modern world by saying, 
Some readers will not understand why Katherina is called a shrew, and I recommend that they talk to an orthodox imam about his views on the role and the position of women. As one of those clerics said in a paper: ‘A woman is free, but she is not free to do what she wants.’ On second thought, I strongly advise against such a conversation.​[31]​
The fact that Bouazza is effortlessly able to link a play from the sixteenth century to current events shows that there is something in the play that appeals to readers even now. Translators reproduce texts, in a sense they make it their own. The text is filtered, through time, language and the personal opinions of the translator and his or her intended audience. The comparison of these five translations of the same play shows the change in opinion over time. Sybant was completely free to remake the text as he liked, but Bouazza’s translation is extremely literal. The Borchers translators translated a translation, but in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, a translator has to mention which text he used as source text and whose notes were helpful. The most important shift, however, is the change in attitude towards the heroine of the story. The eighteenth-century translators did not even seem to realize that the taming could be anything other than comical, but a century later Burgersdijk felt obliged to apologize and explain. The subsequent translators paid special attention to the ambiguity of the play, since they realized that by retaining the ambiguity, the controversy and ‘shock-factor’ could be controlled. As long as there is a discussion about the ‘true meaning’ of the text – even though such a thing does not exist – the play is considered interesting. And an interesting play will be read, performed and translated anew. The Taming of the Shrew may not be the most famous of Shakespeare’s plays, but it has fascinated many readers and scholars during the ages. It is probably true that its strength lies in its ambiguity, which makes it obvious that three of the five translations discussed here focus on the preservation of that ambiguity. Especially in a country and age where equal rights and feminism are important issues, the availability of numerous interpretations enables this play to capture our imaginations. Considering the history of The Taming of the Shrew and its translations, it is only to be expected that it will translated anew many times, with a great deal of new focal points and interesting results.
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^1	  Ofschoon ik nu de zoogenaamde onwelvoeglykheden van Shakspere [sic] in ‘t geheel niet afkeur als onzedelykheden, maar veeleer als een nieuw blijk zijner groote veelzijdigheid, algemeenheid, en juistheid beschouw, en zelfs geneigd ben om den tijd te prijzen die ze zonder den minsten aanstoot, zonder onzedelyke genoegen, op het toneel verdroeg; zoo wil ik echter volstrekt niet zeggen dat men de mode onzer dagen (namelijk voor zoo verre ze kiescher is dan die van vorige eeuwen) geheel buiten rekening moet laten” (Pannevis, 16, translation mine).
^2	  For examples, see Hoenselaars – van Dijkhuizen, 59-66.
^3	  “De schrijver spot met een Shakespeare, die boven ‘de’ regels zou staan, wel geniaal was, maar – de logica is niet groot – dan ook aldoor schreef en dus allicht onvergelijkelijke trekken had. Hoe veel laags en wreeds staat daar tegenover! Er is geen klassieke basis; er zijn komische scènes in een tragedie!” (Pennink, 35)
^4	  For a complete overview of Dutch articles and opinions about Shakespeare in the eighteenth century, see Pennink, 19-166.
^5	  Plays… from the text of Dr. S. Johnson. With the prefaces, notes etc. of Rowe, Pope, Theobald, Hammer, Warburton, Johnson, and select notes from many other critics. Also the introduction of the last editor Mr. Capell and a table shewing his various readings (Dublin, Th. Ewing, 1771, 7 vols. in 13 p. 8°).
^6	  “Een prozavertaling van een prozavertaling naar de grote meester van het blank verse moet wel verschraald en verarmd uitvallen; een dergelijk drankje als dit aftreksel van een aftreksel hadden de ongenoemde vertalers het minst geletterde publiek niet mogen schenken, en ze hadden tenminste een behoorlijke vertaling van Eschenburg kunnen leveren” (Pennink, 64. translation mine).
^7	  “Ze voelen de levendigheid van Shakespeare’s actie, zonder die zelf te kunnen reproduceren, ze spreken over zijn techniek,en zijn karakters; over zijn dichterschap hoort men geen woord” (Pennink, 79. Translation mine).
^8	  “Iets dergelijks hebben we in De Kunst een Tegenspreekster te Temmen, waar ‘Weisse’ met ‘wijze’ wordt vertaald, en de toelichtende noot ons leert dat Bianca ‘in ’t Italiaansch een Wijze beduidt’” (Pennink, 69).
^9	  “hun Hollands een pover en verward taaltje [is], dat er door vreemde interpunctie en een heirleger drukfouten, niet leesbaarder op wordt. In alle stukken, in het ene wat meer, in het andere wat minder, komen dezelfde soort vergissingen voor, en nergens worden die gecompenseerd door een gelukkige vondst, poëtische inspiratie of pakkend rhythme [sic]” (Pennink, 65-66, translation mine).
^10	  For examples, see Pennink, 66-79.
^11	  “Shakespear heeft hier de natuur met groote geschiktheid gecopieerd. Petruchio heeft zijn Vrouw door razen, hongeren en waken zagt en toegevend gemaakt, en de aanhoorder verwacht haar nu niet langer te hooren tieren en schelden. Maar zo dra haar, in het Artikel der Mode en des Opschiks, de ingewortelde dwaasheid des vrouwelyke geslachts, tegengesproken word, zo geraakt zy wederom, schoon voor de laatste maal, in de volle woede van haar Natuurel” (De Kunst, 375, translation mine).
^12	  “Petruchio kan het niet langer daar in uithouden, en als hy voor den dag komt, word [sic] Maria – men ziet niet genoeg waarom – in eens verandert [sic], en belooft haar Man, die zy nu toegeevend genoeg geloofd [sic], de tederste Liefde” (De Kunst, 429, translation mine).
^13	  “Zijn getrouwheid aan de geest van Shakespeare’s toneel, ook in dit opzicht, is tekenend. Keer op keer zien wij hoe hij na overweging van alle factoren – contextuele betekenis, woordklank, ritme en accent, dramatische situatie, stemming en karaktertekening, en het organische verband tussen al deze aspecten – geprobeerd heeft vanuit zijn eigen bescheiden kunnen een passage in onze taal te herscheppen” (Shakespeare in Nederland, 93. Translation mine).
^14	  “maar het dient wel opgemerkt te worden dat behoudens Albert Verwey, die enkele sonnetten vertaalde, geen van de vooraanstaande dichters onder de Tachtigers zich aan alternatieve Shakespeare-versies waagde” (Shakespeare in Nederland, 93. Translation mine).
^15	  “Bij een dergelijke vertaling komt men aan een aesthetische waardering niet toe; het enige, wat men ten gunste van de vertalers kan zeggen, is dat ze zelden bijgewerkt en de tekst niet ‘mooier’ hebben getracht te maken, waar in later tijd van Lennep zo’n handje van had, en waaraan ook Moulin en Roorda van Eysinga, en misschien Burgersdijk – alle proporties in het oog gehouden! – niet geheel ontkomen” (Pennink, 71. Translation mine).
^16	  “Men moge nu minder ingenomen zijn met de wijze, waarop Kaatjen door Petruccio getemd wordt, het is zeer de vraag, of een zachtzinniger man dan Petruccio een kregelkop als Catharina had klein gekregen. Bovendien Shakespeare leefde in een tijd, dat harde middelen, zooals de roede voor kinderen, in hooge achting stonden. Mochten er leden zijn van het schoone geslacht, die Shakespeare zijne behandeling der vrouw euvel duiden, dat zij dan, in plaats van zich te ergeren, zich verlustigen aan de breede vrouwenrij, die Shakespeare ten tooneele heeft gevoerd” (Een Snibbe Getemd, 476, translation mine).
^17	  “uitmuntende door geest en bevalligheid, door goedheid, door onschuld, door edel karakter, door liefde en zelfopoffering” (Een Snibbe Getemd, 476, translation mine).
^18	  “hoevele vrouwen hij, die éene snibbige kijfster door barre middelen laat temmen, op zachte wijze, door de leering van de edelste voorbeelden, van alle kijfzucht kon afkeerig maken, en misschien afkeerig heeft gemaakt!” (Een Snibbe Getemd, 476, translation mine).
^19	  “wij haar capitulatie, haar algeheele onderwerping niet al te somber moeten opvatten, immers wij hebben hier te doen met een klucht en het geheel moet in den blijspeltoon gehouden worden. Dat neemt niet weg, dat wij niet blind kunnen zijn voor het feit, dat haar situatie eerder beklagenswaardig dan belachelijk is” (Backer & Dudok, 430, translation mine).
^20	  “Want Katharina is scherp van verstand, eerlijk en recht door zee, echter te zelfbewust, grillig en nukkig” (Backer & Dudok, 430).
^21	  For an extensive study of Burgersdijk and his success, see Koster, Cees. “Netwerken op z'n negentiende-eeuws. A.C. Loffelt en L.A.J. Burgersdijk als pleitbezorgers van hun Shakespeare” Filter 14.3 (2007): 23-38.
^22	  “Ik wil dat de lezer weet dat het een vertaling is uit het zeventiende-eeuwse Engels en niet een navertelling door een Nederlandse schrijver uit de eenentwintigste eeuw met een Marokkaans accent” (Bouazza, 174).
^23	  “Ik weet dat ik de tijd waarin ik leef niet kan verloochenen – noch mijn persoonlijkheid” (Bouazza, 174).
^24	  “Ivo van Hove stelt dat dit stuk over liefde gaat. In werkelijkheid draait het om machtsmethodes” (Algemeen Dagblad, 11-5-2005).
^25	  “De slotmonoloog van Katharina is niet langer een oproep aan de vrouw om haar echtgenoot te gehoorzamen, maar een afrekening met de decadente slempcultuur” (Het Parool, 9-5-2005).
^26	  “Een overgave aan de ander, een overgave aan de liefde” (Telegraaf, 10-5-2005).
^27	  “Maar Halina Reijn maakt ook voelbaar dat haar gedrag een schreeuw is om liefde, die ze van haar slampamperige vader nooit kreeg” (De Volkskrant, 9-5-2005).
^28	  “Shakespear [sic] heeft hier de natuur met groote geschiktheid gecopieerd. Petruchio heeft zijn Vrouw door razen, hongeren en waken zagt en toegevend gemaakt, en de aanhoorder verwacht haar nu niet langer te hooren tieren en schelden. Maar zo dra haar, in het Artikel der Mode en des Opschiks, de ingewortelde dwaasheid des vrouwelyke geslachts, tegengesproken word, zo geraakt zy wederom, schoon voor de laatste maal, in de volle woede van haar Natuurel” (De Kunst, 375, translation mine).
^29	  See also Hoenselaars and van Dijkhuizen, 53-70.
^30	  See Erik Vos, 426.
^31	  “Er zullen lezers zijn die niet begrijpen wat er nou zo feekserig aan Katherina is, en die raad ik aan een orthodoxe imam te spreken om zijn visie op de rol and positie van de vrouw te horen. Zoals zo’n geestelijke zei in een krant: ‘Een vrouw is vrij, maar niet om te doen wat ze zelf wil.’ Bij nader inzien raad ik het de lezer af” (Het Temmen van een Feeks, 172, translation mine).
